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PREFACE
Geometry has. the distinction of being one of the oldest
subjects given in the high-school.
Its subj ect-ma.tter was formula ted and organized by the
Greeks into a fine system of thought before the time of
Christ.

Since leaving the ha~ds_~f__the_ Gree~s,_g;e~met_r!____ ~~-

has received only a few minor changes, and these largely in
in recent years.
Heretofore, the study of geometry has been made almost
entirely dependent upon memory and reasoning.

Geometricians

have been slow in adopting the laboratory and observational
methods,
This thesis has been written to encourage the student
in his work of observing geometrical forms, and in the construct ion of good designs and geometrical figures, and to
obtain a better practical understanding of the figures and
principles of geometry through the laboratory and observe.tional work.·
A. D, F.

'

College of the Paci.fic
Stockton, California,

~une,

1929
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Much of the work suggested in this outline can be done
with a very small amount of equipment; but it is urged whereever possible to furnish the laboratory with as complete equip~ent

as possible.

Added equipment furnishes opportunity for

the students to work along lines of their greatest interest.
A. Suggestions for General -Equipme!it:--1. Laboratory tables, chairs, etc.
2. Transit instrument.
3. Plane table and tripod for elementary surveying.

4. Black-board compasses.

5. Pendulum apparatus.
6. Large slide rule (for class reading).

7. Meter sticks.
8.

~ard

sticks.

9. Carpenter's square.

10. Surveyor's tapes.
11. Architect's scale.

12. Engineer's scale.
13. Large slated globe.
14. Set of geometric solids.
15. Law of lever appare"tus.
16. Simple machines (pulleys, etc.).

17. Sphere, cone and cylinder of same size.
18. Stereoscope and slides.
19. Force appliance.

----------
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20, Transparent cube for projection.
21. Weighing apparatus.
22. Mirrors.
23. Scissors large and small.

24. Simple apparatus for investigating strength of

bridges, and materials.
25. Glue, or paste,

27, · Sextant for measuring angles.

28. Simple range finder.
29. The five regular polyhedrons.

30. Drawing boards.

Much of this equipment may be made by the students, and
it would furnish them good training to do this,

B. Individual Equipment:
1. Paper and pencil.
2, Set of instruments:

(a) Compasses;
(b) Ruling pen;
(c) Dividers, etc.
3. Protractor.

4. Ruler.

5. Triangles, 30
6. Ink.

7, Erasers.

0

x 60

0

0

and 45 .
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c.

Books
It is well to have a number of books in t4e laboratory

or recitation room,
subjects.

These books should be on a variety of

They should not only treat on pure and applied

mathematics, but also on subjects related to geometry.

Occa-

sionally the class period or a part of the supervised study
period may be given to the reading of these books, the re--p o-:r-t-s-a-n d~d-i-s s--us S-i-on B~!!l..a:y_be_g_iv_e n__l a. t _e r •-~ __ __ ____ ___ _

Books on the following subjects are suggested:
1. Mathematical history.
2. Mathematical theory,
3. Other branches of mathematics:
(a) Arithmetic.

\b) Algebra.

tel Trigonometry.
(d) Analytic geometry.
(e) Calculus.

4. Mechanical arts.
5. Engineering.
6. Books on design.
7. Books on shop or industrial design.
8. Books on science, physics, chemistry, astronomy,etc.
9. Historical geometrical problems.
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INTRODUCTION

THE USE OF TERMS
l~is

treatise on experimental and observational geometry,

or what might be called laboratory and field geometry, is a
detailed account of how to conduct experiments dealing in
geometrical materials.

These experiments may be performed

in the geometrical laboratory (a room provided with equipment
essential for the experiments) or they may be :Periormea--out
of doors, a.ccording to the nature of the experiment.
The observational work called for, and the experiments
done outside the class room, together with triiJS and excursions, made by the individual student, or by the class as a
whole, constitute what is termed field work.- The sections
treating on observational geometry direct the student in noticing the applications of geometry in his environment.

Most

of this will consist in observation of geometrical forms in
architecture, nature and art, and the use and arrangements of
lines, and space rela.t ionships wherever found.

For a more de-

tailed account of experiments provided, and suggestions for
observational work, the reader is referred to the main body of
this thesis.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS TREATISE
In the realization of the value of laboratory work in the
sciences in providing real present experience, adaptable to
the needs of each individual student, this laboratory l!ll.nual
has been written to provide directions for the student's use

ix
in the laboratory room, and to furnish suggestions for his
observing outside the laboratory.

All this has been modeled

after the plan of the laboratory manuals used in Physics,
which have proved their value for many years.
HOW TO USE THE 111\NUAL

This manual can be used with any good standard text in
geometry.

'.Che plan of procedure should be varied depending

upon the type of material under consideration, but in general
the following order of presentation is urged:
1. LABORATORY APPROACH

The le. boratory experiment serves as an introduction
to the theorems of geometry.

Often the student of chem-

istry first becomes acquainted with an element in his
experiments in the laboratory.

In like manner in order

to prepare the student for the theoretical or logical
proof of the geometry text, some experiment should be
given the student.

The student will thus become acquaint-

ed with the terms used and the principles involved and
will understand and better appreciate the theoretical
proof when it is given.
2. 'rHEORET!CAL PROOF

The theoretical, or general proof is the kind of
proof given in the geometry text.

This should consist

of (a) proof by analysis and then the (b) proof by synthetic method.

For more extended discussions of the

methods of proof the reader is referred to
given under methods of study.

these~pics
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3. NUMBER RELATIONSHIP
As a number of geometry texts give numberous problems emphasizing number relationship, no space will be
devoted to this topic here, except to indicate its value
as means of testing the student's knowledge of the use
of the theorems.
4. OBSERVATIONAL WORK
The work of the student in observing helps him to
correlate the geometry of the text with the opplications
and use of geometry outside the text.

This is best given

along with or following the theorem or principle to be
observed.
5. LIBRARY READING

Students should be given assignments in books on
history of geometry, art, architecture, surveying and historical problems; reports and discussion of such reading
should be made in class.

Each will receive pro:fit by giv-

ing the report in class, and also by hearing the reports
gi1ren by others.
interest.

Outside reading often helps to awaken

For suggestions of books which contain the

type of reading mat'erial useful for rally days or for
assigned readings refer to the Bibliography C.
6. OUTLINE FOR RALLY DAY8

Certain special geometry rally days may be appointed,
and an informal program be held in the class room instead

xi
of the regular class work.

A display of drawings and a

discussion of interesting problems should. be made at this
time.
A. Program Suggestions:
1. Reports concerning the lives of famous mathe-

maticians can be made.
2. Engineering feats which demand exact· mathematical

j------_.::__

calculations may be discussed.
3. Applications of geometry to be lll9.de by students

interested in various lines as:
l . Astronomy

3. Art

2. Carpentry

4. Engineering

4. Oral reports on various topics can be given.
5. Historical topics may be assigned and discussed.
B. Displays Ml.y be :Made of the Following:
1. Two or three of the best note books.
2. A geometrical design from each student.
3. Constructions from each student.
4. Models to illustrate the theorems or their
application.
C. Discussion of Fallacies:
1. Prove all triangles are isosceles.
2. That two perpendiculars can be drawn from an
external point to a line.
3. Draw a line which shal.l have three ends, etc.
7. BlllNEFITS TO BE DERIVED

Xii

The student should be benefitted by a broader understanding of geometry if he follows faithfully the
suggestions given above; for he will have a view of the
same principle from various angles of approach.

The ad-

vantages derived from using observational and laboratory
work in connection with the regular text book method may
be briefly mentioned as follows:
1. Various angles of approach are used.
2. Acquaintance with the principles involved is obtained before a consideration of the theoretical
proof.
3. Present experience is furnished for each student.
4. Something is furnished for each student so that
all are kept busy.
5. A flexible course is obtained so that a way may
be found to adapt instruction to each.

1

"GeometrJ 11 , ~;~-:t:y SJ·~lUf_::ht ::~nd Lennes in thei-r text on pl!J.ne
p-eornetr~v, nis th-:1 sci·Jncr:: which dr~.q ls with the prope.rtins of
sp~l_Ge

jn \•Vhict~ VIle

li\r.;;.ii

As nsno lly treated p:eolO!etr,y de,Lls v•:it:1. points, lines,
surfaces,

c:~.nd

student or
th~t

~;oJ.id_f3.

te~cher

.Not rnuch D.ttontion is f,i ien b~{ the
1

to geometry in its more General aspects,

is, geometry Rs tt1e scier1ca o1' sp3ce.

become so absorbed in his study of

theor~ms

The sturlent may
and the formal

proof, that he may not recognize or roalize that feometry
trerxts of' space, r>nd the relation of Hncs and surfaces to
one another.
Bv consider•int: geometry as the science o:t' space t1nd srsce
relationship, we cet a uni1'yinE principle which may b·3 c•<rried
throufhout the study

connectin~

its various parts.

As tho

c~ild

hr,.s hadintimate and vsried experiences in his contact with
objects, and their relationship in space; the consideration
of ;c·eometry at> the

~Jci•Jnee

oi' spaee helps to connaet his pa.st

experience with tho stLtdy of {-"Gomutry.
'Nhen in geometry we consider a comparison of' shapes;
relation of one fig_ure to another,

Rs

in congruence, or

similarity, the comparison of orGas, the relationship of one
line to another as is studied in proportion; ~e study it as
an aspect of space.

In the consideration oi' the following,

note how space may Anter as a means of comparison and
uhification:

2

A point is space of' zero dimension, or that Which has
location only;
A line is space in one direction, or space of' one
dimension only;
A surface is that which has space or two dimensions,
length and width;
A solid is space of three dimensions.
It is interesting to think of' the limitations and
possibilities of an individual who would be adapted to and
capable of living in a world of each of the four oases of'
dimensions mentioned above.

A being living in a world of one

dimension could think of motion as in a forward or backward
di reotion only. In a world of two dimensions the idea of' height
and depth would be lacking; and a being of a two dimentional
world would think only of' space as lines or as a surface.
A number of' applications of' the principles of' geometry
in the arts, make use of space relationships, as will be shown
in the main body of this thesis, especially under such headings as good proportions in a rectangle, vertical divisions of
the primary mass, horizontal divisions or the primary mass, and
under applications of proportion; •
Geometrical qualities are not concerned with the kind or
material in a material body; but only with the number of units
in this material, as in finding area, etc; and in its shape,
whether triangular, quadrilateral, circular, eto; or with the
relationship of one figure to another. In physics and chemistry
the properties of' the material in the body are studied.

3

'
In physics we note the effect of heat, light,_ or electricity
upon the material, while in chemistry we try to find what
elements the material contains and how their properties
change under chemical manipulation; on the other hand in
geometry we study the properties of the space the body occupies separate and apart from the properties of the material

kind of shape it possesses, its position, or relative position,
the kind of angles on its surface.

As the study of geometry

must be based upon the knowledge of the child it would be well
here to consider how the child receives his knowledge of space.

HOW THE INFANT RECEIVES A KNOWLEDGE OF SPACE
It is very certain that at birth the infant has no knowledge of space.
"The field of vision at the beginning of lite," says Preyer in
·the Infant Mind, :page 7, "resembles a clrart placed close to the
eyes npon which the colored, the bright, and dark parts, of the
surface blend with one another so that nothing is diBtinctly
apprehended •••• In reality he sees no object at all, and is
very slow in learning to distinguish between above and below,
left and right, near and tar."
No doubt the child soon gets an idea of mere expanse or
space which has no particular

form. This would be a conception

ot space of two dimensions. It is only after much time has elapsed
that the infant begins to comprehend the meaning or the third
dimension, or is able to estimate distance1 •
This idea or distance comes to the child through much
experimentation, such as reaching for things near, or being
l Titchener Psychology, 1913, page 303.

4

transported to various objects.

'rhe child advances in

intellif;ence largely :Ln proportion as he advances in his
process of organizinf the sensations received into definite
space relationships.
SPACE

I'ERC~;.FTION::,

01'' TH,.; BUND

'l'he blind are known to have dEfveTo-}Yed--a-well-or-a:-e-re·a.----perception of space, as is shown in their ability to [o unaided throuph the streets of our large cities, and also by
their ability to find anything_ needfld in their own homes.
Their knowledge of space has come tbrou@h the tactile and
kinaesthetic senses.
If a blind person should be

~;i.ven

sight he would be unable

at once to estimate distances with the eye, or even to name
the objects he soes althone:h they would be immediately recoe:nized by touch.

The papers have reported the history of a

number of such cases, and the expGriences of' these people in
orp-anizing the eye sensll.tions into a system of space relationships give us a hint as to the like experiences of the child.
The old Bible story concernint the blind man who after having
received his sight saw men as trees walking is no-c far from the
truth psychologiaally. 1

SUh'J,lARY

A moment of' tf.tinklnr

convincs us

th~t

concerninf:.- our> ov;n exp0rience wj_Jl

our conception of space is a complex form of

experi•JnGe; result:\nf from our e1'forts to cu·ranve the sensations received

throu~h

the various senses, into a 3ystem.

s~nce

f'1r in his :.lorception of

he;;ond th3 ·r,copnition of ob-

jects, estimation of distances, and the comparison of objects
in an eJernentary <>.n•i haph'3.Z.!lf'd
other hand takos up

~he

~·1a,y.

;\1te n

the child on the

study 61' fBometry, he proceeds in a

definite and systematic way, to consider the science of space,
and deals with

ti ca 1 way.

tt!i~

sp~tce

in a

t~1eoretical

as welJ as a prac-

c

Goom·::JtP;y h·_:ts lYlcl

AtJ l':.~p bacl:

:.18

lone

:·:1

~.l-ltd

V'":ll'Y

int·::Jr<~stinr

historJ'.

tht: r>~cor•ds of 01vili~~8.ti.on ro, we find

th·~t

land survoyinr.
rrhe amount of L-':8ometY'J used bJ tb8 ancJ..c~nt tTJtions,

notably tt'1e l'~[.yptir."~.r::.::, t'3fore the urGB!cs, dtd not exce~d tno.t

usually rtvon .Ln

r~

cou1·~;;_·~

roo·d

in

with the addition of the ora•tlc9l

tl1e

C.'lnUc<l inunchtion o!'

t!l'c

rn3n~ur·l1-.~n.

····

appli~2tions

·1ritbmetic

to land

Ni 1e.

wise mon, philosophers and teuct1er•s of' tt1i~ cour1try, immedj_~taly

science of space.

~he

other n~tiCiiS ~~rrled tho study of

f?GOmetry YlO f~Lrthdr !~hap ~-.u.r.1 ~J.bSO.l.lJt<JJy n-:jr:;ded fop t1· ·.Ji . -. p1 !.l.r?.ti1

cal pur}-Joses.

&1t it w;Js v0ry dif'ferAnt wjth

t~1e

1

Greeks.

~s

they rlid not RppreniAt0 m~nuR1 l••tor, the oractiael did not

tecture, or to arvur~Jentation, ''nd rhetoric.

Since f'80m<'ltry

furnishes 'lirl In the study of' these sul;;jects, 'lDd Fives :on
1
opportunity for the U38 of loric, its ~tudy became a passion

7

"From the moment," Cajori says in his History of Mathematics,
page 15, "that Hellenic philosophers applied. themselves to the
study of Egyptian geometry, this science assumed a radic&ly
different aspect,"
In less than three hundred years the Greeks discovered
and fonnulated the proofs for most of the theorems given in our
text books.

Thales, Plato, Aristotle, Archimedes, Euclid, and

others made contributions to the subject.

methods used in the development of the science or geometry.
1. First the ancient nations were interested in the sub-

ject entirely from the standpoint or its applications. By
observing and experimenting they became acquainted with the
principl~s

or geometry.

2. Then came the Greeks who developed the theoretical
proofs, and wrote the first important text book, This book
was the result of the combination of two sciences brought to a
high state of perfection by them; namely, logic, and the
science of space,
3, During the middle ages, and as long as the Aristotelian
psychology held the field, students were given fonnal geometry
as a training of the "faculty of reason·ing."
4. And during our modern times text book writers have added

a number of applications seeking to adapt the subject to our
modern life, A number of changes have been made in the text book
as will be shown in the next section of this treatise.
5, Other changes recommended for better adapting the material
to each student include the use of laboratory exercises, observational work and a more liberal

consideratio~

of methods of

----------
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study, and a wider use or proof by analysis.
THE EVOLUTION OF THE GEOMETRY TEXT BOOK
The evolution of the geometry text book illustrates very
aptly the history of the art of printing and book-making, as
well as the progress of the science of geometry.
subjects taught in the high school have only a

A number of

r~cent

history,

--bu-t-t-he-hi-s-1ior.Y-of-geome-t-ry--go-es--b-ack---to---a-da-te w·hen-the-me-tho-d-------

of book-making was very different from that used at present.
Geometry has been recorded upon clay tablets, stone, metals,
skins or animals, parchment, and on paper. A collection or
these would show an interesting contrast with our present form
or the geometry text.
An important evolution has also taken place in reference

to content of the geometry,arrangement of the materials, and
appearance of the page, At one time the Greeks wrote their
sentences without separating the words. A comparison of
geometry text books published about one hundred years ago with
our modern texts will reveal a number of important changes.
In these older texts the figures were usually poorlY drawn,
an essay type of proof was given, and often the figure and proof
were on different pages.
The more modern texts use what may be called the unit page
and unit line, The unit page has the theorem and figure on the
same page; the unit line has only one statement and ita reason
to the line. Wentworth was the first textbook writer to use
these principles.

9

Changes also have been made in the order and arrangement of
the theorems, in the kind and number of exercises and the
applications. In the next few pages a number of theorems are
given which have been reproduced from a few geometry text books
'·

as a sample of the method or arranging the proofs and the
styles of the pages; to illustrate a rew of these changes which
have come within the last one hundred years.

10

Essay type of proof, as given by Davies, published
in 1837:
PROPOSITION XXX. T1illOREM
IF TVfO OPPOSITE SIDES OF A QUADRILATl\RAL AliE EQU.AL
.AND PAR.ALI,EL, THE R::;;r,!i\.INING .SIDES \'!II.I. ALSO
BE EQUAl, Al'JD PARALLEL, .Al'm TYE FIGURE WTI.L BE
A PARALJ.:ci,OG:"!JJJI.
.

Let 1\..B.C.D. be a quadrilateral, having
the sides A.B. ,D.c. ,equal and parallel;
then will the figure be a parallelogram.
For, draw the diagonal D.B. , di vid i.ng
the quadrilateral into triangles.
'l'hen, since A.B. is parallel to
D.• c. ,the alternate an;_;;les A.B.D. ,B.D. G., A 1------~
are equal (Prop. XX. Cor. 2); moreover,
the sides D.B,is common, and the side
A.B.= D.C; hence the triangle A.B.D. is
equal to the triangle D.B.C. (Prop. V);
therefore, the side A.D.is equal to B.c,,the angle
A.D. B.= D.B. c. ,and consequently A.D. is parallel
to B.C; hence the figure A.B.C.D. is a
parallelogram.

Proof from Robinsorts Geometry, published in 1862, also
essay type:
TIIEOC\Eii X:...vii.

D
c
rE.
Let ABEC and .~BDF be tv10
pr.:rnlleloz;r;;cms on the s,me be~.se
AB, ani! between the same parallels AB and CD; we are to prove
that t.lese two parallelograms
are e qu~. . l.
Noy;, CE awl FD are equal, because they o,re each eq_ual to .hB, (Th. 24); and, if
from the whole line CD we take, in successL>n,' CE and
FD, thel"e v:ill remc;,in E:O:::CF, (.Ax. 3); but BF....A.C, and
AF""BD, (Th, 24); hence we have two triangles, C.AF and
EBD, which ·ave the three sides of the one equal to the
three side: of the other, each to each; therefore, the
two triangles G.re equal, ( Th. 21). If, from the whole
figure ABDC, we take <LWaiJ· the triangle CAF, the parallelogram ABDF will remttin; and if frum the whole :i'igure
we talce av1ay the other tr1aEgle EBD, the parallelogn;.rr,
ABEC will remain. Therefore, (Ax.3), the parullelogram
ABDF= the parallelogram ABEC.
.
Hence the theorem; PARALLEL0GRA1ViS C'N THE SiJ.!E
BASE, ETC.
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Proof from Robinson's Geornetry, published in 1862,
also essay type:

THJIOR~.!

IF TEE OPPOSir.rE SIDES OF L
'T'J:F:-:Y A'iE AT,SO l'ARAIJ. .I~L, LJJD TeL::
PA!"l.'ILLELOG Ri\M •

YJ::1T

C~UJI..D'RIT,.l\_'"rKFUJ-' ..t~..'~'1T~ EC~_u f.L,
FIGUPJ~ I-3 A

1 - - - - l•.e.t-!c., B.,_c_•.D_._b_e_an y_qu_adr.J.l at e_:r.~:L_;____ _

on the supposition that A.D.= B.c.,and
A.B.= D.C. ,we are to prove that A.D.
is parallel to B. C,, cmd A.B. parallel
to D.C.
Draw the diagonal B.D; we now
have two triangles, A.B.D. andB.C.D.,
whicc1 have the side B.D. common, A.D.
of the one = B.C. of the other, and
A.B. of the one
c.D. of the other;
therefore the two trian";les are equal
(Th. 21), and the angles opposite the
equal sides m·e equal; that is, the
anc;le A.D.B, = the ane;le C.B.D; but
these are alternate anc;les; hence A.D.
is parallel to B.C. (Th. 7, Cor. 1);
and because the angle A.B.D. = the
an&~le B.D. C. ,A.B. is parallel to C.D.,
and the figure i.s a paralleloc;rw~.

=

--------

:/)

;;.,~------rC.

''
''
' '
'
'

Hence the theorem·: IF TTffi OPPOSI'rF: .SIDES OF A 0,Ui>DRIJ..A'f'?R.U,
CO.R. This theorem, and also 'rh. 24 proves that the two
triangles wh icl1 ma}:e u·p the parallelogram are equal;
and the same v1ould be true if we clrevr the diagonal from
A. to C; THEREFORE, TI-IE DIAGONAL OF icVY PA!'ALLELOGRlllf;
BISFCTS 'TIT'•' ?ARJl.LI.ELOGRAM.
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A reproduction of a page from Wells and Hart Geometry,

a good recent text.

This shows the use of the unit line

8l1d pace, and parts of proof omitted to be supplied by student.

PROPOSITION XXVT.

TfillOREH

134. IF TPJ\ OPPOSITE SIDES OF A 1J)JA.DRILATF.RAI, ARE
.~QliAL_,_'l'HE ~IGUHT\ IS ll. P .ARJlJ.,LELOG Rl'J1~.

' -2
·'3

,.-

A ··="'------' D
A.B.= C.D; B.C.= A.D.
A.B.C.D. is a parallelogram.
Prove ·A.B. II c.. D. ,by proving L 5 : L 4.
Prov. e B.C. II A.D. ,by proving l2 = l 1.

HYPOTHESIS.

Concl.us ion.
PROOF:

STA'lc•!i!J1'NTS

A.B. C.= A.C.D.
1.
2. • • L 3
L4
3. • • A.B.// c.D.
4. Also B. C. // A.D.
5. • •
A.B.C.D. is a

.

REAS'ONS

l . Give the full proof.

=

2 • Why?
3 • '/lhy?

4. Give the f'ull proof.

l::J

5.

~7hy

..,
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A page from a more recent geometry (1927) by
Strader and Rhodes,

Only a skeleton of proof is given.

The main work is left for the student.
PROPOSITION 20 (C N)

srm:s

151. THEOREM. A QUlillRILA'I'ERAL :VITE ITS OPPOSITE
EQUAL IS A l'ARi.LLELOGRJIM.

-----.-Q~-,----__---_,
.
----~--~-------- __I
r

GIVEN: Q,uadrila teral prs t, · p
TO PROVE: prst is a

= s,

r

= t.

•

HINT: What is a parallelogram? How are lines proved
parallel?
PROOF:

Statements

1. Draw diagonal d.
In prd and std.
?
2. ?
3. ? = ?
4. ? • ?
5, ?
?
6. 1 = 2
7. p II s
8. 3
4.
9. R II t.
10. prst is a •

=

=

=

1. By what principle?
2. '.'Thy?
3. Why?
4. \'!hy?
5. s.s.s. = s.s.s.
6. '.'lhy?
7. Vlhy?
8. Why?
9, Vlhy~;
10. (Def) 138.

-------------

--
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CHiU TER II I

WHAT GEOMBTRY cibl•,K2, TC DO TO TEE MilH' OF THE :>TUDENT
I'.P FURNISHES A GENEP.r L TRJ\ IN IN G WH IC !-' IS TRf..NSFEHABLE
TO OTHER ACTIVITIE"

Mathematics is often regarded as furnishing a high
disciplinary value, "Mathematics," says the old 8.dage, "is
the whetstone which sharpens every wit."

The knife is not

sharpened unless it. be proverly applied to the--w-h-e-ts-tone;
neither can a person be greatly benefitted, or a positive
transfer bf' expecterJ. unless he uses the rl.ght methods in his
study,

lie may put in earnest. and diligent mental effort, but

in a manner which would not be of' value even in the special
course of rna the rna tics he is )JUrsuing, and hence it could not
be exp!;lcted to furnish a generalized training which would
f'urn ish a transfer.

In order that a transfer may be realized

in the study of geometry there are certain conditions which
have to be met besides (1) mere presence in the class (8) or
putting in time on the subject.

'!'he student will need to:

J.. Study the proofs instead of merely memorizin£ them;

2, See the proof for himself;
3, Get a generalized idea of' the principles;
4. See the possibility of a transfer.

As an ins ta.nce of

this he should after studying concerning regular polygons in
plants, and in linoleum and floor coverings; or after proving
that two angles and the included side determine a triangle,
the student may figure the distance to an inaccessible object.
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Whether a positive transfer shall be shovm in the study
of geometry depends on a number of things. Chief among these
is that the student must see the point in question of transfer in a generalized way,
Whatever knowledge we use, except that which is used in
identical way in which it was learned, must be used as a result
of a transfer.

Inability to transfer leads to formality and io

an impractical experience, Ability to transfer in many and
varied situations leads to originality,and to a free use of
knowledge

i~

many ways. This helps to meet new problems or

peculiar situations. It behooves us then to get this generalized
idea of the principle when we are learning geometry.
Geometry may further help the student in acquiring neatness in written work, perception of space, and space relationships and proper logical thinking and sequence of topics; proper
methods of study, ability to present to others non-memorized
material of a difficult nature; as geometry may,aid in more
specific ways. This study of geometry should aid very materially
in free hand drawing, mechanical drawing, physics, astronomy,
art, architecture,landscape gardening, building trades, etc.
The student may be helped in any, all, or in none of the ways
just mentioned, depending upon the student and also upon the
method used by the teacher in his class.

A. GENERAL TRAINING GIVEN IN GEOMETRY
1. A Training in Neatness
The training given the student in the geometry class
in requiring him to write a neat well arranged paper may
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be transferred as a general habit, so that the student
will always produce neat papers, in his other school
work, or elsewhere. Whether the student does this or only
acquires the habit of writing neat geometry papers,
depends on whether he gets the generalized idea of neatness which may be carried over to other subjects.
The history of an experiment by Carrie'Squire and a
repetition of the same experiment with modifications by
Rp:ediger,

illustrate~

and prove.'· this point. In the first

experiment students were required to produce neat papers
in arithmetic, but no intimation was given concerning the
general idea of neatness which might be used in other
classes.

Little or no improvement was noticed in English

and spelling papers, although the arithmetic papers were
greatly improved.

In the experiment as repeated by

Ruediger} the general practice of neatness in daily life was
stressed to the class.

Improvement of neatness was ob-

served in the class, where the experiment was tried, and
nearly as much improvement was noticed in other classes,
where nothing was mentioned about neatness.l
It does not require much argument to show that
geometry furnishes an opportunity for training of neatness.
As most every teacher and geometry text stress neatly
written proofs. But most of this training may be confined
to the study itself, unless the students are shown1 or see
for themselves that the same method of procedure could be
used in other lines of work.
1 Starch Educational Psychology, 1927, page 261.
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2. Logical Thinking
Geometry exemplifies the ideas of logical thinking
better than any other subject taught in the high school.
Why should not the student then be a better reasoner and

more logical thinker because he has studied geometry?
In reference to reasoning habits, students or geometry
may be placed in three classes. In the first class belong
those who do not- learn to re-ason

even-Tri

geometrioar -

-----~-

concepts. In the second class are those who can reason
well concerning geometrical theorems and originals, but
who seemingly are unable to use the ideas of logical order
learned in geometry outside the geometry text.

In the

third class are those who learn to apply the rre thods used
in the geometry class in other lines of thinking.
It. would be well to require every one to take geometry
if every student could secure this valuable method which
he could apply in other lihes as well,

A larger number of

students will be able to receive this ability of transfer
if they can be taught to use a better method or study.
If in conjunction with the regular logical proofs given
in the text; logical reasoning, orderly.arrangements and
proper sequence of thoughts are applied to topics and subjects other than geometric the student will see the possible
use of the reasoning method in other lines.
3 • judgment.
A judgment is formed as the result of comparing two
simple apprehensions, A large part of the work in geometry
is devoted to comparing the parts of a figure, or one figure

-
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with another.

Reasoning consists in comparing

judgment with judgment until a desired conclusion
has been reached.

'.L'he student is checked in his

tendency to form hasty, or l.llltrue, statements in
geometry because after each statement he must also
give a valid reason for its truthfulness.

We can

judge that a theorem has been proved correct, if:
1. No assumptions have been made;

2. Each statemEnt follows from the preceding
statement;
3. Proper sequence has been used;
4. Onl'.y true statements have been made;
5. All arguments are based on 101own theorems.
1

I

'rhe student has r.wde some progress if he has
learned not to form l1asty, untrue judgments when
reasonine; with geometrical ideas,

His :progress, how-

ever, has been much greater and of more lasting
benefit if he learns, because of his study of
geometry, how to use the seme care and. accuracy in
forming judgments in all his thinldng as well as
that 'ilhich pertains to geometry primarily.
4. Regular attendance
If a student in the geometry class observes that in
being absent he has missed the logical sequence, and that
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his absence from the geometry class makes a difference in
his work in that class, and hence absence from other
classes must also be avoided, he has learned a valuable
lesson as the result of a transfer from geometry.
5. Hard Study
It requires hard study in order to master geometry.
But this study is not without its rewards. After the
]

r

...

------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

student has spent fai thf'Ul effort to obtain the solution
of a difficult problem, he obtains great joy when he has
found the solution.

The thrill of difficulties surmounted

acts as a stimulus to attack other problems. The student
will learn a valuable lesson When he realizes that hard
study accomplishes results in his study or geometry, and
that since he can master for himself the difficult problems in geometry, he can also master difficulties wherever
they are to be met.
5.

Argumentation
Training in giving oral proof before a class - not

memorized, but logical proof - should result in added ability in argumentation.and it

~an

do so,if the student has seen

the possibility of using the type or argument encountered

1n geometry to argument in general.
B. SPECIFIC ABILITIES
The training received in geometry may transfer in the case

or a number of specific abilities. In the subjects listed
below, geometry may serve a; two-fold purpose, or it may not,
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according to the student. In the first place, the training
received from studying geometry may aid

t~e

student in drawing

and perceiving a different type of figure from the regular
geometrical figures, or in observing the principles of geometry
used in a new way. In a second place, these subjects may be
easier to the student of geometry because of the actual use
of material they contain which is identical with that used in
the geometry.
1. ART

Both art and geometry are concerned with the perception of figures. Geometry with its consideration of regular
figures lays a foundation ror the study of art. Such
sections as symmetry, proportion, the construction of
figures, the relation of figure to figure, should furnish
aid to art students.
2. MECHANICAL DRAWING
This subject also furnishes a number of direct uses
of geometry, and also a number of implied uses. The student
who has had a good course in observational and constructional geometry should be able to progress nicely in
mechanical

~rawing.

3. PHYSICS
Applications of geometry may be observed in the
study of parallelogram of forces, simple and complex
machines, the ref&ection of light, the path of a ray of
light through a lens, and in the understanding of any of
the figures and diagrams given. The geometrical forms,
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figures, and a few of the elementary principles of
geometry, are used as an alphabet in pres.enting to us
the physical sciences.
4. ASTRONOMY

In order to present to us the relative positions of
the planets, their size, distances, orbits, surface markings, and other facts which we cannot see with the unaided
-----------------

------

------ - - - -

---

~~-

eye, the principles of geometry are used. It would be
difficult to convey to the human mind a knowledge of these
things without their presentation to us in the geometrical
form,
5. ARCHITECTURE

The pleasing forms of various kinds of architecture
rest upon the proper use of geometrical principles. The
building is substantial and adapted to the use it was built
for, because of certain physical and geometrical principles
used in the structure.

The form is pleasing to us because

of the proper use of certain principles of geometry; such
as proper ratio of its parts, the.use of pleasing symmetry
and the best use of unity, exphasis, etc.
6. CARPENTRY

The carpenter who understands geometry should be able
to use it in a number of ways in his work. When confronted
with a new situation, he should be better able to solve his
problem because of his study of geometry which has made him
free from the need of following the blind rules for sp eoial
oases.
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7, MISCELLANEOUS
Landsc~e

gardening, navigation, surveying and

designing, and a number of

o~her

subjects, are based on

the principles of geometry.
C, TRAINnTG IN SPACE PERCEPTION
One

~portent

thing often overlooked in studying geometry

is the study of spacial relationships, space perQeption, form,
]
i

etc. This is often true is the main emphasis is entirely placed
on the comparison of theoretical figures of the text.

'

I

.Tudd

makes this point very clear in his book on Psychology of
Seoondar;y Education, 1915, page 60

i

I

"Geometricians often neglect space and emphasize logic, The
results are that in many oases, the student is trained in the
observation of lines end figures, but chiefly in the methods
of making logical comparisons. It is possible to find students
of geometry quite unobserving of form. This situation will be
understood wherever it is found, that the primary emphasis is
on Axioms."
Without neglecting the logical form, the pupil-may be
t"aught

to appreciate numerous applications of the geometry in

lines, figures, ratio of shapes, etc.

The methods suggested to

be used in this training are given in much detail in the main
body of this thesis, to which the reader is referred, and will
be only very briefly mentioned here in outline form:
1. How distances to inaccessible objects may be found;
2. How the size of the earth is determined;
3. Our position in the solar system, and in the universe;
4. Good proportions in a rectangle;
5. The proper placing of picture in the frame;
6, Unity: the relation of like curves;

7. How lines of trimming pleats, etc. on the dress effect
tij.e appearance;

a.

The law of the margin;

9. Proper divisions for a vertical mass;
10. Proper divisions for a horizontal mass;
11. Geometry of space in balance, proportion, harmony,
emphasis, etc.
12. How to properly place a picture on a wall.;
13. Numerous loci problems given in the geometry text;

l

14. Comparisons of the generation of lines, planes, and
solids.
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!1lETHOD::i l<'Oh ::i'rUDYI Nli :um

'1'.:0\CHil~U

ui;;OJ.U'l'RY

Tho business of the teacher is r1ot merely to see that the
student learns the lesson so the student can reproduce it.

He

should be more anxious to know, what methocts the student is
usinp to prepare bi:; work.
-~oJ.:_lessons,

Teachinr does not consist in hearing

f'or directinl£ his mental efforts, in the specis.l f:Leld

under conoideration.
In all classes more time should be taken ror the discussion
of proper methods of studyint" t.han is usually given.

·rhe method

used in learning a fact is often of more value than the knowledge
of .the fact.

'l'he student needs to be directed, as well as to have

opportunity for sell' expression.

It' directed

prop~rly,

students

will rnore readily learn to Let r-llon[ without tbe immediate aid of
the teacher.

'l'his should ba the aim in all te·Jching.

The l'act that the sturient on onVHin? the

[80~1etry

cle~ss

finds it treats of' strange methods and devices, and the further
fact, that the student

L~Y

find it easier for the present to

memorize the proof· instead of' doinp- loc.ical thinking, f'urnish
the teacher of' eeometry !l.dded reasons for puidinf. tho student
in correct methods of' studying- ,[eometry.
Thousands of' students have read over the proofs as g.iven in
the geometry text, and have reproduced these proof's, in a formal
way, without really understanding wh;r certain steps were taken,
artd consequently were prepared to know how to attack an original
in the proper way.
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The three ways by which .American workers leam their
trade, illustrates very aptly the methods students use in
the study of geometry,

Statistics reveal the fact that five

per cent. of America's 70,000,000 workers learn their trade
by the apprenticeship method, and five per cent. by the

• school method, while the remaining ninety per cent.
vocational
tl

H
H
~

leam their trade by the "pick-up method."
spoils. dozens to every

The pi,ck-up method

one-orougn:~-tiYvo<rational-efficienoy;

----~------

(1) The vocational school method may be compared to the geometry
class in which proper methods of study are cons-idered for each
student; and consideration and discussion of these methods are
'

given in the class, so that every one has opportunity to lmow
and practice the best methods.
(2) The apprenticeship method o:r teaching is like that
method used in a class in which some consideration is given to
methods of studying geometry,but the methods to be used are not
discussed in as general or as thorough manner as in the first
class mentioned. These discussions are given as occasions arise
as shown by the need, or mistakes of the student.
(3) The pick-up method must be used by the student in
obtaining the proper method_ for studying geometry, if the
teacher places all his efforts on the student's reproduction or
the theorem, wiihout thought on how the student prepares the
lesson. If the student does not use the best methods, he may
become discouraged and fall behind in his work before he finds
a satisfactory method.

-----------------------------------------
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TYPES OF STUDY
Attention is called to the following ,t:vpes of studying
as listed in a number of books on psychology:
1. The Reading Type
This type of studying is used, when the material is
so simple that it can be easily assimilated by a hasty
read:;l:ng. The mere reading should not complet.e the lesson.
B.luatlon of topics, organi-:fatTon-o:r-the

nra:t-erial;--conrrra::r;;;--~-

ison to personal experience, and applications should also
be used, etc.,in completing the study.

2. Memory Type
Sometimes in studying we need to memorize the material verbatim. Very little of this type of studying is needed
in g;eometry.
3. Laboratory 'IYPe
During modern times, learning by doing has to a large
extent replaced the method of memorizing used during the
middle ages. The use of the laboratory method in geometry
is advocated in this thesis.
4. Reasoning Type
One of the main reasons for studying geometry is to
teach pupils to think and to reason properly and not simply
to learn a few geometrical facts, as most of the·work in
geometry should consist or the laboratory and reasoning
types of studying,
METHODS RECCJMME:Nl)ED FOR THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY
1. Give a gradual introduction to the methods of geometry

by using a number of simple exercises before starting on book one

--
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of the geometry.

Two or three weeks may be profitably used

in work of this kind, together with a consi dere,tion of methods ·
of study and assigned reading.
2. Devote same time to general study methods as discussed
in such books as McMurry's How .!Q. S'tudy and Book's Learning How
to

Study~

Work Effectively.

Study methods especially

applicable to geometry should be stressed, Much ma.terial from a
-gead.-leg-1-e--te~t~bsck-w-1-l---1-f-U-rn-1-sh---he-lp--on---typ-es--o-f---reasoning _ ,__

kinds of judgment, etc.

A consideration of these will help in

making applications to every-day life.
3. Make use of the laboratory method as an introductory
exercise to acquaint the student with the principles involved in
the theorem and an understanding ot the figure.
4. The student should anticipate the author, in a study of
the theorems given in the text.

By thinking ahead, just what

steps will be necessary to finish the proof, as well as observing
the method used, and the reason for their use in each step of
the proof, the student will later be able to think out methods

ot proof when attacking an original.
5. 'l'he best training which the student can receive in order
to prepare him tor the solution of the originals, as well as tor
a better understanding of the theorems ot the text, is the training given in presenting oral proofs by analysis.

'l~is

helps

connect the proved theorems with the problems to be solved. If
the student can learn the general method tor attacking the
originals, their solution will be a greater pleasure than learning the theorems which are proved in the text; In giving a proof
by analysis, he learns this method ot attack, since the plan or
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proof must be given with the proof. In proving theorems by
synthesis, we begin with snnple parts (points, lines, angles,
or surfaces) and combine these into a more complex form. Houses
are made by a process of systhesis - one piece of lumber added
to another until the final house is completed.

BY analogy to a

house in the process of analysis we would start with the house
already built, and take it apart to learn the method used in

built - they must be analyzed to find the method of proof.
The method used by the discoverer is that of analysis.
We must first analyze an original to learn how it can be proved,
before we can write the proof by synthesis. Because the student
" does not know how to give a proof by analysis, makes him weak in
devising proofs. A sample of proof by analysis is given on page
31, to indicate the method.

Observe what is the minor premise

in one line becomes the major premise in the next.
6. Adjust and adopt material to the individual student.
7. Reference to theorems by number or page is useless as
well as all endeavors to memorize the theorems without an understanding of their meaning.
8. Review the theorems daily by using a card to cover every
thing but the theorem.

After this has been read, draw the figure

indluding all auxiliary lines needed i:p. the proof.

Now slip the

card down exposing only the figure, and make comparisons with
your drawing.

The proof can be written out and compared in the

same manner. 'l'heorems may also be reviewed this way orally.
9. Two students may work at the board, om, writing the steps
of proof, and the other the reasons.
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10. If a number of students are working at the board on
different review problems and theorems, at a given signal each
student may be asked to move over one place to the right, and
continue the proof of the other student; some one who was
seated can take the place of the first student at the left.
11. Contests may be held in the class. This can be conducted by choosing sides, and having one side challenge the
-

~~--~----

~---

~-

~

---~~

other as to theorems, definitions, originals; or one side may
give a statement in the proof and the other' side the reason.

-

~~
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PROOF OF A THEOREM BY ANALYSIS DISCOVERY METHOD

If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, the
figure is a parallelogram.

' '
D.

cz;;l

'

2..' '

J

'------=-~

and A B : D 0

To prove A B C D a

c::J

Draw diagonal: A C
Major premise
A B C D is a

c::J

Minor premise
if' A D / / B 0
and A B

II

opp.sides //

D C

AD//BC

irL1:L2

AB//DC

1f'L3=L4

L 1 :nt 2
L3•L4

1f'LAOD :.A:B C

LACD=ABC

if' 3 sides are =

and

Reason

Ls
" "

alt.int.

"

corresp. parts

·Now
given

"

A B =DC

construction
Since all the conditions for ABC D being a
proved the theorem stands

~.

L::7 have

been

E. D.

Proof's should be discovered by this method, but afterward
they may be recorded by the synthetic method.
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STIJDENT 'S STIJDY-CARD OR SUMMARY OF STIJDY HELPS

1. Provide the necessary' working tools: paper, pencils,

set of drawing instruments and triangles.
2. Leam the proper use of the text, including the proper
use of the index and tables, etc.
3. Keep a small assignment note-book.

1

'

.fi--~~~---"4_,._Q_b.s.e.~e~B.P-P-l-1-ca.ti-on-s---Ot----geome.t-r-Y---ih- your---exou-rs-1-o-n-s--o-r~-

on the way to and from school (record in note-book).
5. Leam the proper use of time. Don't just put in time
as you receive benefit from the results and indirectly proportionally to the time.

Economize by greater effort and less

distractions.
6. Consider the method used in proving the theorems.
7. In learning a proof, list the methods or steps, but do
not memorize the wording of the theorem.

B. Use the card system as previously mentioned in reviewing
9. Prove theorems anatylically as well as synthetically.
10. AsffiXme personal responsibility for mastering the course
Do not leave this to the teacher.
1.1. Get the figure clearly in mind.

12, Find out what is wanted:
(a} Recall the various ways you have had for proving
the idea wanted;
(b) Choose the best way for doing this for your problem
(c) Review in your mind the general summary for
proving lines and
equal, etc. , etc.

·angles equal, lines parallel, triangles
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13, Grapple with the problem until a solution is

found,
14, Adopt tiL problem solving atti:tude.
THE RNOWLEDGE STUDENTS SHOULD OBTAIN IN GEOMETRY

Students who have been in the same class will differ
in their knowledge of geometry. And they will differ to a
II

Lstill ~re~ter

1
I

exte~~~n-~~ei~~a-b==~~t~~~to-~~e ~~i~s-~~w~~~=~ i~-~·--·-·

ne~:S~tUatlons,

This is to-oe expected, as students differ in

abilitw, and working spirit; but each student should be allowed
some latitude in his chosen line of development, and should be
given as much geometry as he is capable.
The best students maY do only medium work in one of the
lines indicated below, and the poorest student may excel in a
few of these; but in general a student who has completed geometry
should possess the following:
1. A knowledge of the fundamental geometrical facts and how
to prove them;
2. Ability to make neatly and accurately all needed
cons true t1 ens;
3. The ability to work originals unaided;
4. A knowledge of the uses and application of geometry;
5. The habit of accuracy and precision of statement of a
problem dealing in geometrical material, or otherwise;
6, The habit of logical organization of ideas;
7, A clear discrimination between inductive and deductive
reasoning, and how to use either in a line of argument;
8, The habit of obs.erving the beautiful and correct use of
geometrical lines, proportions, etc. in art, architecture, and
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nature, etc;
9. Sufficient geometry for advanced

vrorl~

in the lines

to be pursued by student;
10. 'l'he ability to solve the geometrical problems
likely to occur in every-day life.
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____cD:..::E::cS::_C:.:Rcc.I=:P=-:TION OF T}TI~ EXPERDfll!:lT'J' ___ __

_ __

My first teaching was done in the depat'tment of
mathematics.

Later in teaching physics, chemistry, and

astronomy, and a number of other laboratory sciences,
I learned to appreciate the value of the laboratory method
o:f instruction, as a mosns for giving to each student
present experiences, a:ncl a ready means for connecting the
text boolc work to that of the practical.
This experience of science te'aching has largely
influenced me in devising

cc~nd

writing this laboratory

manual to accompany a geornet!"IJ text.

In a similar way that

machines, and apparatus for the study of physics can be
collected in an appropriate room, so geometrical materials
may be broue;ht together for experimentation, and observation.

This laboratory manual is model led along lines

similar to those which so lone; have proved their
success in physics, with the addition of suggestions for
observational work.

- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------------
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A few sampil.e pages of student work are added here
in order to show the character of the stud.ent's work.
The exercises furnished sorrething which all could do.
The more capable· students were given a large number, a11d
more difficult exercises; and a better character. of work

The worlc of a n11ITI.ber of students began to show
signs of improvement after the instruction of the
laboratory VIOrk.

Since these students beean to u;1derstand

the geometr>J through the exercises given, they have
expressed appreciation oi' the methods of experimentation,
and observation.

Each pupil has a ric;ht to as much

individual instruction as

vre

can give him.

'l'he

laboratory· plan ,and especially the obseTvational
work, can be easily adapted to the individual neec1s
and interests of the students.

-1'

1.

Statlment nf ~roble~:
a~
r!iv·?.n;
~wo sid JS an·,..t an ungl·' op 1 >osit~" one of
the sides.
b.
To construct:
A triangle using what ls given.
1

Fir,ure:
a.
Parts given:

2.

~

b.

AB = 2 in .. BC = 2} in., Angle

Construction of
f ie;ure.
t

!I

"

~---"

---------------3

N-e-th-od ; : - - - - - - - - - a. Wake a base of
B

l

c

n,c.

b.

Using BC as a lee
a11d C

:

c,:;nter,

~ls

<.

construct an angle
to ansle X.

X

equ~l

11

·.. ..
·- ., '•

.,'•,

' .,•

'\

.'

\

z.

c.

Using ·.:3 as radius,
draw an ape, i~ter
ce .•t ing \C at A.

d.

Jpn.W .'\B.

'•
\

.. .....
.
...
.
.
.
...

...

.. ... -..
B

4.

C
Proof:
a • l''ie;urs 4DC is a triane;le. a.
AB and nr:; and .Angle C are b.
b.
equal to AD, nc, and angle

..v')..
c•

5.

Ther·:•fore, triangle :'.RC
c.
is const. with two given
sides and an oppo~3i te angle.

~hros sides const.
By const.

Since it is const.
vvith r;iven cides
and opposite
angle.

Discussion:
11.
Since the arc made using A'S as radi'.ls will intercept AC at D also, a second triane;le, triangle.
DBC, may be drc,wn with 2 e;ivnn sid··s and opposite
angle.
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RELATION OF GEOMETRY TO OTHER BRANCHES OF MA'I'H]}UTICS
CHAPTER V
ARITEMETIC

The student knows from his previous mathematical studies
that arithmetic treats of positive numbers above zero, and with
computations arising out of the use of these numbers •
.ALGEBRA

In the study ot algebra, the student is taught the use of
negative as well as positive numbers, and the use of letters
to represent certain values.

I

As has been said, algebra is the

science of numbers generalized.

The fund6mental processes of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, factoring,
fractions, etc.,are treated in this more general aspect; that
is, we go over about the same ground during the first part of
the year as in arithmetic, only using positive and negative
values connected with the letters of the alphabet, with an extended use of the equation. The use of the equation with the
orderly methods used in solving the problems will assist the
student in solving his geometrical problems,
GEOMETRY

In arithmetic and algebra, number concepts are extensively
used, while in geometry the form concept is mainly stressed,
The student of algebra or arithmetic has used a number of
theorems introduced from geometry; especially is this true in
the study of mensuration in arithmetic. Also in geometry number
values and principles learned in arithmetic and algebra are in
constant use in the discussion of lines, planes, and solids.
Geometry is a prerequisite for much of the more advanced
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mathematics which follow, especially in such subjects as
analytical geometry, mechanical drawing, trigonometry and
calculus. It is hoped that the algebra student will be free to
use the principles of algebra in his study of geometry.
The student of algebra and arithmetic has obtained s cme
infonnation concerning geometry when he studied in

t~se

subjecm

concerning angles, squares, rectangles, areas of f.igures, vol-

surfaces, solids, and their relationship; and as every one has
observed the use of geometrical figures in the fonn of architectural oonstruction in nature, in furniture and art, and has
obtained some information of the subject in his previous study
of elementary mathematics' it is hoped :tnat by proper metli.od of
study, experiment and observation, he may make rapid and enjoyable progress through his study of geometry. Since geometry has
an objective basis for its subject-matter, which to a certain
degree has come more or less into the experience of every child,
a number of teachers think it would be better to give geometry
before algebra. It is believed that the laboratory and observational methods of approach will help the student to connect his
previous knowledge of geometrical forms with his study in the
class-room.
PLAN OF COURSE

During the middle ages most studying was of the memory
type. With the advent of vocational training and laboratory work
into the schools, the reading-memory method of studying has to
a certain extent been replaced by the method of the learning by

-- .- .. ---~----~-----·-··----···--

----

--

-- --- - - ---
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doing. But in a number of subjects, including geometry, students
still are using methods of memory. without much·of the practical
experiments

and observations which might be given with the

text.
This course is planned to furnish the student something
to do, also to guide him in his methods of reasoning and observing; so that he may have real mental growth. The aim of education
,1-srr-ou--1-a.-u-e-t-o--rurn-1-sh~oppo-rtu-n-it-y--f'e-r -g-rowth-.----Men-tal.--growth __by__________ ~-~------

I

individual effort is what gives power. Studying through a
theorem by analysis in an understanding way is worth so much
more than a laborious effort to memorize proofs without a clear
understanding.

In one method he is not compelled to understand

why certain steps were taken - the student follows the state-

.I

ments of the author. In the other he learns

o~ig1nality

because

I

he anticipates the author and thus acquires skill and power,
because he is led to do his own thinking.

I

Geometry may be presented to the class in a variety of
ways. A teacher may u-se only the formal theoretical proofs, with
a number or originals, and give no special instructions concerning the construction of the figures, and use only the synthetical
proof as given in the text. This is the usual method or presentation using oral and written proofs and examinations. To this
may be added the proof by analysis, thus causing the .student to
understand, and not merely memorize the proof given in the text.
The plan of this course is to use, in conjuction with the
methods just mentioned, experimental work, and observations or
geometrical forms, and a study or the applications of geometry.
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These methods are given 'in outline form below:
A. THEORETICAL PROOF

(a) Synthetical
This is the kind

of

proof usually given in the text.

The temptation may come to the student, especially if he
j

"
II

lacks time to memorize the proof first,and understand its

"~

meaning later. This furnishes a great objection to using

f"

this method of teachiP,g altoge1]ier:-Tne--U:tfe-or--otne:r- ------

n

methods with the synthetical method will largely remove
the objection.
(b) Analytical
Most oral proof should be of this kind as it is necessary for the student to devise his own proof, and he must
give the plan of the proof as he gives the proof.
B. MENSURATIONAL

Arithmetical and algebraic calculations concerning
geometrical figures. As this is treated usually to sufficient
extent in arithmetic and geometry texts, not much space will be
devoted to it here.
C. PRACTICAL

Students are encouraged to find all manner of applications
of geometry in the arts, in nature, and in subjects in the
school courses.
D. LABORATORY

(a) Experimental
No teacher would think of teaching the sciences without apprepriate laboratory exercises. As the sciences are
made more interesting and real by laboratory work, so

geometry likewise can be made more interesting and to
come into closer contact with the student,·by presenting
experiments in the laboratory dealing with geometrical
materials. It is suggested in this manual to introduce
most theorems by first using the laboratory method of approach, so as to give the student intimacy with the form
of the figures, and of the principles involved in the
theorems.
(b) Constructional
1. Drawing of Geometrical Figures. A correlation between geometry and mechanical drawing may be made, if neat
and accurate figures are required to be made with
appropriate instruments.
2. Material Constructions.

A number of figures and

geometrical constructions can be made by paper folding,
moulding with clay, formation of figures with wire by using
string and sticks, or by cutting of forms from wood or
potatoes, etc.
E. OBSERVATIONAL GEOMETRY OR FIELD 1'/0nK

The student can learn IID.lCh outside the text book if he is
directed in the proper field work. Every flower, bud, leaf,
tree, and building, has its geometrical forms which show applications of geometrical principles. In studying circles, students
can observe arches in windows; and when studying proportion, he
should learn to see proper proportions in furniture construction,
in arranging furniture in room, etc.
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Observational work assists the student to become more
original, and helps him to connect his past knowledge of
geometrical forms with the scientific treatment given in the
text.

The student who has thus observed the principles outside

the text, cannot help but get a broader training and better
appreciation of the subject.

i!:,,.'~-~.
't~.

The plan, of,course, then will be to analyze the theorem,

1I

develop the experiments which will make principles clearer, and

observe these principles outside text.

In undertaking this

plan it is well to have a well equipped laboratory, in connection with

a number of books where students may be given oppor-

tunity to make individual ingestigations and readings.
DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS IN USING THE MANUAL
GENERAL

The student should get the distinction clearly in mind as
to what constitutes a general proof for a theorem. The proofs
by analysis and synthesis and by reductio ad absurdum, constitute a general method of proof, which for a general proof is
superior to experimentation and observation in the following
respects:
1. By the theoretical proof a numrer of things can be shown
to be true which are not subject to direct measurement or
observation.
2. Direct measurement is nQt always possible.
3. In these cases where measurement is possible, the
measurements made cannot be absomutely exact, hence conclusions
based upon measurements are subject to a possible error. Argumentational proofs are absolute and general.

--------- --------------·---- - -_- ;- =--~

4. The argument used in the theoretical proofs applies
to all figures in which the given condition exists, whereas
testing by measurement applies only to those cases actually
measured or observed.
5. Otten mistakes may occur in observation work, as is

shown by a consideration of geometric illusions.
Nowhere in this laboratory guide is the stuaent asked to

~

I,
u

il

I

----

accept mere measurement in place of theoretical proof, but only
to exempldlfy and. help him to understand what has been proved in
the text. Experimentation nevertheless has its place and. use.

Thoroughly understanding the limitations of experimentation and observations, the student should next consider the
benefits and value attached to these

lll9

thods.

BENEFITS
While the experimenting is not given to supplant the
theoretical proofs, it has a great value in enabling the student
to get first hand present information concerning the figures
under discussion and of the proof under consideration.

For il-

lustration, take the theorem, "Two triangles are congruent if
three sides of one are equal respectively to three sides of the
other", which may be stated, three sides determine a triangle.
If the student has first attempted to construct as many different
triangles as possible tram three given sides and finds that all
the triangles are the same; and has made a triangle using sticks
each respectively equal to the given length of sides or a multiple
of these lengths, and then compares the stability of this
combination with four sticks fastened together so as to form a
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quadrilateral, he will better be prepared to understand and
appreciate the proof given in the text. Later in his observil:ticn
he will notice in construction work all quadrilaterals are
broken up into triangles by a diagonal so as to make the
combination stable.
'I'he se e:x:perimen ts add an interest and give reality to the
theorem, and help very much to connect tbe studen't's learning
-- --------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

of geometry with practical every-day experience.
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT
FOR OBSERVING
Use your best effort to see a number of applications of
the principles ot geometry every day. Keep a list of

~ur

observations, stating:
(a) Date of the observation,
(b) What you observe4,
(c) Where you observed it, and
(d) What principle in geometry was illustrated.
FOR MAKING CONSTRUCTION WORK
1. Make all drawings according to directions when such
are given. When you must discover the method,use suggestions
under "how to study. 11
2. Be neat and accurate and through.
3. Do not copy, be the originator.
4. Constructions marked thus (*) are to be constructed

properly ,and a record of proof made in a note-book according
to the following outline:
(a) Preliminary
1. Statement of problem to be constructed;

2. What parts are given;

(a) Nallle these by appropriate lettering;
(b) Make drawing of these parts.
3. What is to be constructed.

(b) Construction
4. The figure showing construction lines and
method of work.
5. Method of cons t:Mio -cron---ue-SCrfO-ed-.-To--oe·- -----------------stated in phrase form (unit lines) with reasons.
(c) Proof
5. Proof should be given to show that the method
used produces the required construction.
(d) Discussion

i

EXERCISES_ '11/HICH INVOLVE THJi: CONTENT
AND DEFINITION OF

GEffi~ETRY

After reading the definitions of geometry as given in a
standard dictionary, and several geometry texts, answer the
follpwing, as a preparation for class discussion, so as to get
~

a clear idea of the definition .and content of a co,urse in

l----ge-om:etry:~~~~~~~~~~
·

1. What geometric plane figures do you find in the class
room? Vlliat figures do you find elsewhere?
2. What geometrical solids do you observe in the class
room? In the home?
3. Make a list of same of the figures you studied in
arithmetic. What facts concerning them to you remember? If you
fail to recall, get an arithmetic and see what is included under
mensuration, etc.
4. What solids did your arithmetic treat? Make a list of
the properties of the plan and. solid fig11res studied,
5. Name some smooth serfaces which are not plane.
6. Make a list of the things you hope to learn in studying
geometry.
7. In what lines of employment are geometrical principles
used?
8. What advantages can you get from studying geometry
besides those which are immediate practical?
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF Til:': STRAIGHT LINE
EXPERIMENTS

Carefully fold a piece of paper. Then crease it by
pressing a ruler firmly along the fold. This crease is a
good i1lustration of a straight line (it may be used as a
ruler or straight edge).
'J.'

ie a heavy weight to a fine thread., and let the weight

be suspended by the thread,

'l'he pas Hion the thread takes

is a straight line. If the thread has no thickness, it Y·!OUld
be a straight line.
OBSERVATIONS

We cannot see or .!:l:raw a straight line, but we can name
a number of things which have the property of unchanging
direct ion wh ic)l is one of the chief characteristics of a
straight line.

·.·hat we draw t0 represent a straight line is

in realitY a soil:id, but as this may represent for us the
property of uncb anging direction, we teJ.::e these drawin,ss to
display the pas i tion and direction and the extent of a
straight line.
1. Name six other illustrations of a straight line as
shown by objects in class room or elsewhere.
2. Which one do you consider the best illustration of a
straight line?
3. How does a carpenter secure a lone straight line (one
too long to use a sQuare or ruler conveniently)? Demonstrate
this method by using a string and chalk on the board.
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4.

~point

moving in one direction generates a

straight 1 ine.
5. Can you name cuses where straight lines are

generated?
6. How does a plasterer make a plane surface in plaster-

tng a room?
7. Show how the definition of a plane is illustrated by

the method used in malcing a s idevralk.

1. How many straight lines can you dravr through a point

if:
(a) All the lines are in the same plane~
(b) All the lines not in the same

plarte~

How many lines can you draw in each case'i· Encceavor
to visualize the appearance in each cuse. I.:ake a slcetch to
show the different between (a) and (b) above.
2. Mark two points on your paper, A. and B.
straight lines can you draw through A. and B?
cro1 you draw if they need not be straight'<

How many

Eow many lines

Make a general

statement of this truth. What is the shortest line connecting
two points on a flat surface?

\Yhat is the shortest line

connecting two points on a curved surface«·
surface'i

~;;hy

Like the earth's

did Lindbergh talce the course he did in going

to France?. This question is answered more clearly in solid
geometry; or you may see by observing position of places by
looking on a globe.
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3. Tests for a

str~ight

edge, which illustrates a

characteristic of a straight line.
Observing the definition for a straight line, test your
ruler to see if it is a straight edge.
Test for a straight edge:
(a) Sight along its edge. Does the edge look like a
point? If not, it is not straight. A line v.iewed· from the end
appears to be a
·-·· -·-·-· ··----··---·-- --·- ----- --··-·
point~.---·----·

(b) Place the ruler on the paper arid draw a line
along its edge. Then mark the ends of the line A and B, as in
the drawing below. Now change the ends with the ruler, and
draw another line through the same points A and B. Do yau
have two

~ines

through A and B, or only one? Do you see how this

is using the definition for a straight line to test the ruler?

EXERCISES
1. See how many straight lines you can draw through a

point.
2. See how many straight lines you can draw through two

points.
3. How many curved or brolcen lines oan

~u

draw through

two poin ts'i
4. Can you draw a straight line on a sphere {globe)?

5. Draw a curved line on a plane surface.
6. Can you draw a curved line on a sphere?
7. Can you draw a straight line on a cylinder?
8. Mark two points on a globe. Draw a line which appears
to you to be the shortest distance connecting them. Is this a
straight line?

See definitions. How is the shortest distance

between two points on a sphere'found?
9. Can ships sail in a straiglitTine'T ___ _
10. How would a ship sail in order to go the shortest
distahce between two ports if the two ports are in the same
latitude?

Would the captain sail on a parallel of latitude?

ILLUSTRATING DEFINITIONS OR THEIR APPLICATION
1. How would you test a carpenter's square? (see drawing)
State definition which harmonizes with this test.

lesit'!J' a. cczrj:Jcnie,..s .srlja,-e
2. Take a small piece of paper folded upon itself,double
it so that the bottom half exactly coincides with the top half',
then crease.

Mark by means of letters or figures the two

angles the crease makes with the side of the paper. See that
these angles are equal since they coincide. Now unfold the
crease. The crease is perpendicular to the edge of paper. State
corresponding definition.
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INSTRUMI:NTS

us::::n TIT GISOJ.T':TRI CAL

CONST.RUCTION i':ND l:EDT'"ODS

Geometry text books usually recomnend for the construction of ceometric fiL,'Ures the use of the straight edge
and the compasses.

Plato was the first to limit·the

construction of the

figures~o-tl:fe-se--tvro-l:ns-troments.

'I'his ho.s no practical vBl ue, and \'/holly abiding by this
custom now is only of imaginar;r interest,
In this laboratory course a number of other instruments
are also required, such as, protractor, T-square, the
triangles, dividers, rulin13 pen, etc.

The student thus will

not only lmow how to worlc VIi th ruler and compasses tuons,
but will also become acquainted 111i th a nunber of ins truraen ts
which will greatly aid him in constructing certain fisures
with greater facility, and 17111 r_;i ve him a better preparation
for mechanical drav1ing.

The draftsman and other workers

have and use a variety of instruments in their ceometric
constructive worlc.
In ·a
uses

course tl!i: mechanical drawing, a subject which

pri~ciples

of geometry in making the various drawings,

a number of instruments are reguired.
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USE OF INSTRUMENTS
A. USE OF RULER

To draw a straight line through any point by using a
ruler, observe carefully the following points:
(~)

Pencil should be sharpened to a chisel edge;

(b) Care should be taken that line passes tnrough the
point. This can be done best by observing what is called the
drafts-man's rule;
(c) Draf'ts-man 's Rule: Place the pencil on the point
through which the line is to be drawn. Move the ruler up into
contact with the pencil, then turn the ruler in the direction
the line is to be drawn, then
(d) Holding pencil at the same angle, glide it uniformly
along the edge of the ruler;
{e) As a test of your accuracy in drawing lines, construct
the figure shown on the following page. Be neat and exact, and
the result will show in your figure. If you are not accurate, the
intersection of the lines will not be at the required points.
(f) A ruler and protractor like the one shown below is
very convenient.
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RULING EXERCISE

57
B. USE OF TFill COMPASSES

The compasses (or dividers) are used to construct circles, circular arcs, or to lay off a given segment on a line.
{a) To draw circular arcs, open the dividers to an
amount equal to the length of the required re,dius. Place the
steel point Ylhere the center of the circle (of which the arc
is a part) is to be located; then strike an arc by'holding

complete the curve.

rnhe student already lmows how to measure

a given line in inches and make a second line equal to this
measured length. In formal geometry a more exact method is
used as fo Uov1s:
(b) To lay off a given segment on a line, open the
dividers in an amount equal to the length of the required
segment, as A.B. ,one point of the im;trument resting on each
end of the segment A.B.

'Chen using thi.s length as a radius,

strike an arc in the required place, as
at A.B.

A
G, v-e n

/in 9. Ae

USE OF PROTRACTOR
The protractor is used to find the number' of degrees in
a given angle, or it may be used to draw an angle of a required
number of degrees. The protractor is a part of a circle (usuallY
a semi-circle) divided into degrees.
(a) To measure an angle, place the center of the protractor (usually marked by a notch or line) on the vertex of the

~~---~--:_:_e_r_:_:_t_:_e_j_:_:_:_s_:_:-::-,_:_:_d_s_::~n :~~~ t:~::~tr:::~r~::~t~~:r~-ts___
I

1

0

the other side of the angle cuts across the protractor. This
gives the size of the angle in degrees.
(b) To draw an angle of a given number of degrees, draw a
line where you wish one side of the angle :to be la.oated. 'l'hen
place the center of the

~retractor

angle is desired. Find on the

where the vertex of the

cir~tlar

arc the required degree

and mark a point opposite this mark. With the ruler, draw a
line from this point to :he vertex of the angle, or
(c) Place the center of the protractor (point A) on the
place where the vertex is desired; then rotate the protractor
until the right number of degrees is just over the line
(point C).

Then with a pencil draw the line (AB) along edge

of the ruler.

This is easier, and more exact than the method

given in (b) above.

Later, methods for constructing angles of

certain size will be given in which the compasses and ruler
alone will be used, and other methods in which the triangle and
T-square will be needed.
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USE OF T-SQ,UARE

AT-Square is used by placing its head firmly in contact
with edge of the drawing board, permitting the blade to extend
out across the board. Lines are drawn along the top edge of the
blade of the

T~uare.

Since the head of the T-square is

perpendicular to the blade, what relationship will exist between
the lines drawn along theroge of the blade as the T-square is
placed at various positions?
USE OF TRIANGLES

The drafts-man's triangles may be used with or without the
T-square, though they are
tit

hand, the triangles

usu~ly

m~.y

used with it. If aT-square is

be placed in contact with a ruler

instead of the T-square. The usual triangles used are 30ox6oo,
and 45°. These triangles are usually made or celluloid, having
DRAWING BOARD AND T-SQ,UARE AND TRIANGLES
IN POSITION ON THE BOARD

A.,,r,;" s

1

--r- 5'fU ":__".

I

!

\-

r

--

~ ~- -~~~

:;F-

A;:;~~~~;---B/a.t!e

\
Boa.rJ.

-

-- -- f--

one angle a right angle and acute angles as mentioned.
They are used to make a line perpendicular to another, also
to

~uickly

lay off 30, 60 end 45 degrees; or to make one line

having an inclination of

ro , 60 or 45 degrees to ano tre r.

The T-square can be used to make horizontal lines in
case one desires lines perpendicular to the horizontal, or
lines at an angle of 30°, 45° or 600 to the horizontal, the
appropriate triangle is placed in contact with upper eugeor--the
blade, of the

T-s~uare.

For making a perpendicular to the other

line, place the blade of the

T-s~uare

then use the triangles as before.

in the proper position,
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ANGLES AND THEIR MEASUREKENT
NOTATION

There are three ways commonly used to name an angle so
as to be able to refer to it.

Named:

Ang._,l:.::e'----"'1'"'-.--~An~gle .AB(J_ _9~_0l3~·--

Letter at vertex is
read between other
two.

___.@g).~ __a_._

CONSTRUCTIONS
Kinds of Angles:
Draw an angle to illustrate each of the following:
1. Acute angle

6. reflex angle

2. obtuse_angle

7. complimentary angles

3. adjacent angles

8. supplementary angles

4. right angle

9. vertical angles

5. straight angle

10. a perigon

Letter and place the appropriate name under each
drawing.
Sketch the following combination of angles:
1. Two adjacent angles;
2. Two

e~ual

angles which are adjacent;

3. Two complementary adjacent angles;
4. Two complementary non-adjacent angles;
5.

~wo

supplementary adjacent angles;

6. Two supplementary non-adjacent angles;
7. Two

e~ual

angles and their supplements. How do they

compare in size?
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8. Repeat exercise No. 7, but find the complements of
the equal angles instead of their supplements.. Compare
them as to size.
Experiment
LConstruct the following angles by paper folding:
(a) Vertical

(d) complementary

(b) adjacent

(e) supplementary

·r-~-•( c)_tlgh~t~------

(f) two right

adJacent;;

supp~ementary

- --

Note: the angles mentioned above may be constructed
on colored stock and pasted in the

n~e-book.

2. Using rulers or pencils, place them in proper
positions to form the angles mentioned in experiment 1.
This will aid you to secure the proper relationship and
meaning to the names of these angles.
3. vvhich of the following can you construct?
(a) lllne angle using 2 lines;
(b) Four angles using 2 lines;
(c) Three angles using 2 lines;
(d) Six angles using 2 lines;
(e) Eight angles using 2 lines;
(f)

Twelve angles using 2 lines.

Measurement of .Angles in General
The size of an angle depends upon the opening between
its sides and not upon the length of the sides of the angle.
It is measured in degrees.

360° is equal to the sum or

all the angles about one complete circle, or a perigon.
1. Reread the method given for using the protractor
in measuring an angle; also the method for drawing an angle
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which shall contain any number of degrees.
2. ilith the protractor measure the angles in each
corner of your note-book paper, and see if they are
right angles.
3. Draw two

int~ecting

lines. Letter each of the

four angles and measure them. Are any ar them equal?
What name is given to these angles?

5. Construct the following angles: 300, 200, 450, eoo,
1200, 90°, 180°, and 242°.
6. Using the protractor, construct an isosceles
triangle by making the base angles equal.
7. Likewise construct an equilateral triangle.
8. Using a protractor, constmuct:
1

I

(a) Regular polygons of 5, 6, 7, and 9 sides. A regular
polygon has all the angles between the radii of the
polygon equal, as well as equal side.s and vertex angles.
Construct these polygons by finding the number of degrees
between the radii of the polygon (number of degrees equal
3600 ..!.. by the number of sides of the polygon). Use this

•
number of degrees to form the angle between the radii of
the polygon. The polygon may be completed by drawing a
circle of proper size,and drawing the chords.
(b) By use of the same principle, construct a fivepointed star.
(c) Likewise construct a six-pointed or Jewish star.
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ANGLES AND OBSERVATION
OBSERVATION
l..What kind of engle does the wall of your room make With
the floor? \Vhat method does the carpenter use to get an angle
of this size?
2. A number of protractors are provided with a sliding arm

D around to E? What different
angles will be formed between the movable arm CAB
and the side DC?

What

angle is generated if the
arm is rotated counter- E
clock wise through E

c

and back to D again'i Through how many degrees did it turn?
3. Through what angles does a door turn on its hinges on
being opened as wide as possible?
4. Beginning at 12 o'clock, what angles will be generated
by the hands of a clock in one hour's time? in two hours' time?
in twelve hours?
5. The angles formed may be di soussed from the following
view-point:
(a) The angles :the minute-hand makes with its
original position;
(b) The angles the hour-hand makes with its original
position;
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(c) The angles between each of the hands of
the clock.
6. What is a perigon?
perigon?

Could an angle be larger than a

Consider the angles formed. by one Of the spokes of

a wheel which makes 10 revolutions.

Through

angle did

wh~t

any part of the wheel turn in the 10 revolutions?
7. Make a record in your note-book Of various kinds of
1--•angl.---es~you-hs.:v-e~o-b-s-e-r-V"e d.-eu-t-s-i-de----of---bc 0k-

a.

-or--- alas s

--room-~--------------------~~----------

For training in judging the size of angles, draw the

following angles as accurately as possible, without the aid of
a protractor: (Later measure the angles and note your error).
2700, 1soo, 600, 45°, 30°, 90°, and 35°.
9. Continue this exercise on the black-board, as well as
on peper, until you can do reasonably well
the protractor.

wit~out

the use of

You should learn to draw a straight line with

ease without a ruler, also to make angles near the values of
30, 45, 60, 90, and 180°,

Which angles are the easiest for

you to make?
10. Practice drawing perpendiculars to a line: (a) from
a point in the line, and (b) from a point outside the line.
11. Notice the roof pitch (slope) of houses in your neighborhood. Make a table containing a record of your observations.
Pitch of Roof: Kind of Roof: Pleasing angle: Serviceable in
:
covering :or non-pleasing: your climate?

.

Etc.

•
••

.•
••

•

.••

Of What materials are the roofs made which have the lowest
pitch? What kind use the highest? Which seems to you the most
pleasing pitch?

-- --- - ------ -

-
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HOW PITCH IS ESTTII'cATED BY BUILDERS
.AND CARPENTERS
Observe the method used by carpenters in designating
roof pitch.

The fraction obtained by dividing one-half the

r:ee Ia/1on ff
.squore
-Moe
----.
---- _-'...,._________________
_
~·

-'

Cur·s.

/

I'

··-- --W1 fil

<Jj

how.S.c.- -

-

-

i1

!'
'

distance •lil between the two plates (where lower ends of
rafters rest on side walls) into the distance DC or the top of
the rafter to the line joining the plates is called the pitch.
'l'he pitch of roofs of ten used is collml.on1y op.e of the following
fractions: 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, etc.
CONSTRUCTION
1. In your note-book make drawings to show ct;he pitch Of

roof to show the values mentioned above.
2. Measure and record the base angles in each of'
the drawings made in exercise No. 1.
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The pitch of' a roof could be measured by ne ens of'
a protractor, or the size of' this angle can be found
by a carpenter's tool called a T-bevel-square.

~

Later we will learn how a carpenter secures the

i

A carpenter needs to know the principles in geometry

~1lll-ts-Gn-th-e-!'af_ters_f_~om_his_s_quarJt.___________ ··--to be able to do the best independent work.

He uses the

T-bevel-square to copy a given angle. To do this, he loosens
the screw at joint A, places the square in angle to be

I

l

I

A
--fr.o.nge r1 'n_j c,11

L-

measured, and then tightens the screw A.

The angle

of' the T-bevel-square is now opened to the same size as the
angle to be copied, because they have been made equal by superposition. With the

T-b~vel-square

to any desired position.

the angle can be transferred
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TRIANGLES
CONSTRUCTION
Draw the various types of triangles, which are listed
below, Triangles are given names according to the kind of
sides or kind of angles which they contain,
Named from Sides:

From the kind of angle:

1. Scalene triangle

4. Acute triangle

2. Isosceles triangle

5, Obtuse triangle

3,

Equilateral triangle

6, Right triangle

7.

k,;zj

of

,c;..

LA

L8

LC

Equiangular triangle

Obs«rva;//on .s

EXYERIMENT
Measure the angles in each of the triangles you have just
constructed, and record in a diagram like the one above showing
the sum of the angles of each triangle, and any observations
as to equality, etc.,which you may notice.

.-"-"'-"""'"~~~~---___:--.=--=----:::;--;.,..::_.:::;_:::;·.::._---

------
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OBSERVATION
What do you find the sum of the angles of a triangle
to be?
Do you find any special relationships between the angles
of an isosceles triangle?

1\nglcs of a right triangle?

do the angles of an equilateral triangle

compare~

cases listed below, is it possible to construct
using the parts as given
construct~

iil.

How

In the
trj.angle

below·,~-Wlifcli are-impossi-bJ:e-to-----~~~-

Make sketches of each case:

(a) Use one acute angle with
l. Two other acute angles;

2. Another acute angle, an<l. one right angle;
3. fllloth er acute a11gle, one obtuse angle;

4. Two right e.ne;les;

5. Two obtuse angles;
6. One right angle, one obtuse angle;

(b) One obtuse angle, and

B. Two other obtuse angles;
9. One other obtuse angle, and one right angle;
(c) One right 8llgle, and
10. Two other right angles;
( Q_) • 11. Can an isosceles trianr_;lc have two acute

angles for its base angles'i
12. Can the base angles of a triangle be

II

obtuse~

What theorem, or axioms, are implieo in above cases of construction?
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CONGRUENCE
Two
I~

~igures

may be congruent, similar or equivalent.

they exactly coincide, When placed one over the other, they

are said to be congruent. 'l'he parts (like angles and sides)
which lie one over the other are called corresponding parts.
Two

~igures

are similar

are e uivalent, or equal,

i~

i~

they have the same shape; they

they contain the same area; and

they are congruent if they contain the same area and are
similar

(~,

In this connection numerous cases of the congruency

of triangles will be considered, and a number of constructions
and experiments pertaining to them will be made. Similarity
of triangles is studied in book III. Equivalent

triangles

and their areas in book IV.
Congruence sometimes implies the placing of one figure
upon another. Often this work of actual moving one figure and
placing it O!l ano:ther.b only

imacil~ary,

tlJe arguments-and

demonstrations being carried out without actually moving any
figure.
Proof by superposition is avoided as much as possible in
giving a theoretical demonstration. In the experimental work
in this treatise, recourse will

o~ten

be had to testing and

comparing two figures by the method of superposition. This is
done to make the theorems more real to the student, and is not
to take the place of a logical demonstration,
A. Sketch the following:
1. Two similar figures but not the same size;
2. Two equivalent figures but not the same shape;
3. Two congruent figures the same shape and size.

--

---

----- - - -
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4. Describe briefly now you made the three constructions.
5. J'ind two tree leaves to illur;trate the above mentioned cases of f'igure rel at ionsliip.
6. C8Xl tuo solid bodies be
(a) Conc-ruen t~

(b) Equivc.lent':

(c) Similar'i

B. Congruence of triangles anc1 f'i[;ures
l.Directions to make cone;ruent ficurcs:
--

-

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

----~--------

(a) Congruent fil',ures can be easily made by dravring
the design on paper. 'l'his drawing is placed over several
thickn: sses of po.per, ply wood, etc., and then cut c.1ong
the lines of the drawing.
(b) Eow do carpenters duplicate a pattern?

tel

7Tho.t method is used in sewing, to obtain

duplicates':
(d) ':'lhy do you secure duplicates in the above cases':
(e) Enumer,ate other 81lplications of these n:ethods.
2. '!'estinr; for congruence in trian;::;les:
(a) Abbreviat&ons used,S. stand_s for a side, and A. for an angle of
a triancle;
S.A.S. ~ s.~.s. signifies that two eides and
the included. an,:;le of the two trian::;les are
equal respectively.

(b) Test: S.A.S. ~ S.A.S.

*

(1) Construct a triangle using tv:o inches

for the base and the included. ancle
other side

= lt

inches.

= 25°

c.nd the
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( 2) Cons"tru ct a s econC!. trio.nr:;le with "the same
given parts, cut wi tll the scissors c:lons the sides of
this trio.nc;le.

Test wi.th the first triancle by super-

position. '.'Till all the triangles vri th these parts be
the s8l11e si ze'i'
(c) Test: A.S.A.

= A.S ...n.;

(2) Construct another· triangle vri th the same parts
o.nd with tracing paper placed over this triangle trace
its exact size. rc'es t wi tll the first triaJ1€le by superpo~dtion.

(d) Test

*

s.s.s.

(1) Construct a

inc)ies, S

=2

b

with S

=3

inches, S

= li-

inches.

(2) Devise a method. for testing

s.s.s.

= s.s.s.

3. Applications of congruence of triangles:
(a) I.leasuremen t of inaccessible distances,(1) By using trianc;les, devise a method for find-

ing the distance across a stream. Test the method by
actual trials.
(2) Likev:-ise find the distance betv1een two
inaccessible islands located near the shore. Test this
by lf.'.igurill€ the Cl.is tance between tl'e tno objects in
place of the island if you are not located near the
seashore.
(3) How do astronomers find the distance to the
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sun or moon'!

Look up in some good text book on

astronomy and briefly record tbe method used and the
principles of geometry involved.
{4) How was the distance fror:l tbe equator to the
pole !mown before any one had ever gone to the north
pole':

Describe the method briefly. '!Chis is often dis-

cussed in astronomy under the heading of triangulation.
·~~------------------------------

(5) Devise a method for find.ing the distance
a. Lcros s a lal<:e; b. 'l'hrout;:h a hill; c. Of a
pipe line running under a house.
{b) How could you continue a straight line on the otter
side of a building':

Try the method.

(c) What geometric principles are involved in the construction and use or range finders£
{d) What methods do boy scouts use in measuring and
es tima tin,_:; distance·, '.':hat lcind of range finclers do they
sometiHes use?
(e) Observe the form of a ranee finder used long ago.
See Smith's History of i:c:athematics, page 362, Vol. 2.
(f) Construct a range finder for finding the distance
to near objects.
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(f) A person can estimate the distance across a river
by the following method:
(1) With head erect pull the cap down eo that
sighting under its bill the opposite bank of the river
is just in view.
(2) Keeping the head in the same erect position, turn

(3) Notice the extent of the space visible under the
visor of the cap. This is the distance across the river.
(4) Measure or step this distance.
(5) Give a proof for the pinciples involved.
(6) Test this method by a number of trials on level
ground, than roe asure.

-'D.

When one of Napoleon 1 s engineers was asked to measure
the distance across a river, he used this method as he did not
have his instruments with htm.

o"
--,~cc:_c,~~~~~-~~=--=-~-=-===-=-=-=--=-==~

------ --·--
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STABILIZING EFFECT OF THE TRIANGLE
With three given sides only one triangle can be formed,
but with f'our sides any number of quadrilaterals can be made.
Use is made of this principle to make things rigid by breaking the quadrilaterals into triangles,
Secure four narrow strips of woad of differe:p. t
!------'lleng-t-h~{-l--1-Xe-pte-o-ss~ef'~ya-rcl~-ti-ck-)--.----Dri-11-----holes---near--

the-------- -------

end of the pieces, and §i>.in these together with stave bolts
so as to make a four-sided figure (a quadrilateral).
See if it is rigid, or can it be changed into various shapes

-

r

l

~

.
Whe r«-

vo/ot<d

/lizli!s be. drawn

to

----=------..

prodve-e sia6itf!y ?

by using slight pressure on any vertex?

S:Lmilarly fann three

pieces in to a triangle. How many shapes can this have?

A

figure is said to be rigid if it maintains only one shape when
pressure is exerted upon it .. For the same amount of material
what kind a:r windmill tower would you build, a three- or a
four-past?
chair rigid •

..

Show by sketch how you would make the gates and
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STABILIZINQ EFFECT OF THE TRIANGLE

SOME GATES OF GOOD
------~-------------;

____________ _

DESIGN AND

I

BRACE ON
TElEPHONE POLES.

-=---- /--::/' -----STuRDY CONSTRUCTURE

SAN
LIGHT

.JOAQUIN
~

POWER

POLES
STABILIZED ARMS.

.,.,
THE USE Of THE TRIANGLES IN TRUSS
OBSERVATIONS

1. Look in an Encyclopoedia under the topic, Truss or

Bridge Construction. Sketch and fix in mind three of the types
of truss shown.
Observe in your neighborhood the forms of trctss
constructions found. Make sketches showing the application of
the

sta~izing

effect of the triangle,

(a) As a roof truss

(c) In bridge construction

(b) As a brace in bldg.

(d) In furniture, etc.

2. Observe in your neighborhood gates of good design and
sturdy construction. Make a sketch of the two best.
3. How is the triangle used in house construction?
4. How may a screen door be braced so as to prevent
sagging?
5. Experiments on strength of materials, strength and
stability of trusses of various types may be made by construct. ing any of the forms of trusses, and observe the effect of
strains or forces upon their shape;

'i8

PARALLELS .AND ANGLES
1. Draw two parallel lines and a transversal. Place lllL"'bers

in the eight angles thus formed. Then measure each of these
angles.

Make comparisons and state the theorem which might

be given to prove the angles equal in pairs,

~::a_::::~:n:a::~: :1 ::::~-c::::~~:o:~:::_:;_;::::::::~:~~!:~:hose
comparisons to angle CAB, and state the wording of the theorem
involved.
3, Draw an angle A.C.B, and two other angles of different size
whose sides are perpendicular respectively to the sides of
angle A.C.B.

Make comparisons and give the theorem involved,

4. Show how to fold a piece of paper so as to have the creases

1"

in parallel lines.
5. How does a drafts-man use his triangles to make parallel
lines'? What principles are involved?
6, By use of the T-square and drawing board, construct a
parallelogram.
7. •rwo railroad tracks cross at an acute angle; make a sketch
to show which angles are equal.
B. Why are the sun 1 s rays usually regarded as parallel?
Draw to scale two lines to represent rays from a point on the
sun and striking on the opposite sides of the earth, using a
base line for the diameter of earth 1 mm. or less. Then remember
the rays which come to us are not so far apart as the length
of the d1ame ter of the earth. If the rays come not from a

point on the sun but from opposite sides of the sun, then a
drawing to represent the relationship of these rays would be
represented by an isosceles triangle, the ratio or the base
to its altitude being 850,000:93,000,000.
Draw to scale a triangle to represent this relationship.
The figures used above are those generally used as the diameter
of the sun, and the distance of the sun fron the earth,
-

-~----

-------- -

What
--

---~---

then must be the relationship between the rays from a distant
star?
APPI..ICATION OF PARALLEL LINES

To Divide a Line into Any Number of Equal Parts
Methods:
A. Compasses and Ruler

* 1,

Draw a line 2

i~ches

long and divide it into

three equal parts by use of the compasses and ruler.
B. 'l'riangles and T-square.
2. Divide a 3-inch line into 10 equal parts by the
use of the triangle and T-square method for making the
lines parallel.

c. Mechanical
1. Measure the line and figure the length of each
part, and use this part as the length for each segment.
This method is seldom used, as it is not exact and is
very inconvenient.
2. Paper folding. A line drawn on a piece of paper
can be divided by folding, if the required number of parts
is a power of two.

-------------

,~___;,.,;=-'----~-----==~ ---------~------
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3. A line can be divided in a number of equal parts
by using graph paper.

One end of the line to.be divided is

placed at the number in the margin of the graph paper, which is
the same as the number of parts into which the line is to be
divided. Then the line is rotated until the other end strikes
the margin of the paper which is perpendicular to the first

I

margin. Next mark on the line to be divided, poirtts as indicated
~-----b~y--t~h_e__a_p_p_r_o_p_ri~a~t_e__p_a_r_a~l~l-e~l-s-.-~

D. Carpenter•s Method
1. To divide a board into a number of equal parts,

a carpenter places his ruler diagonally across the board
at such an angle so that the nUllib er of parts the board is
to be divided into will be a factor of the length of the
diagonal.
2. Where should the dots be placed along the edge of
the ruler if the board is to be divided into 5 equal parts, and
the ruler is placed so that the diagonal is 20 inches.
3. Draw a triangle and construct its three medians.
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BISi~CTil:G ,:;N

J\.HGU

Methods for bisecting an angle:
1. '1'he compasses and ruler; 2. 'l'he paper folding;

3. 'I'he carpenter's.

I
il

* 1.

Draw an angle and bisect it (use the compasses and ruler)

2. Gonstruct ·a large triangle (general triangle with no two

1'---~si.J'te.s_e_qu_alj_, bisect

an angle .____I)Q__ the

3. Through a point, draw any

t~ro

b_i~e.'lt()J:'S

intersect'<

lines. Bisect each of the

four angles formed. Observe the results and make a record.
4. Do the bisectors of vertical angles form a straight line':
Test.

Vlha t relation exists between the bisectors of the

vertical ancles':'
5. cihow by a sketch hovr a carpenter divides anangle into two

.·

equal parts by means of his square (give tl::e proof). Does
a carpenter need to bisect an angle': In what type of vrork'i
6. The bisector of vertex angle of an isosceles trisne;le is
perpendicular to the base, Devise a Hayfor testing this
theorem. Row did you test to see if it was perpendicular':
7. Show how to bisect an angle by

PG.l)CI'

folding. If tl:e sia.es

of the angle are along tlle sides of the paper, this becomes
very easy, just a simple :fold of the paper. If the angle
is in the middle of the :9age, it becomes necessary to crease
the paper along the sides of tbe anGle, and then proceed as
,

before. I."easure equal distances from the vertex of the angle, and by folding erect a perpendicular to the sides of
the angle. A line from their intersec·tion to the vertex
will be the bisector.
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TO DRAW A PERPENDICULAR TO A GIVEN LINE FROM A POINT (P) IN
THE LINE.

Methods:

c

A. The compasses and ruler
1. With point P as a center,
strike arc A.B.
2,

~dth

p

A.and B. as center:},

strike two arcs which intersect as at some point as C.
3.

e.P.

will be the perpendicular.

B. The paper-folding
1. Fold the paper so that:
(1) A will fall on B. ,and
(2) Make the fold at point P.
(3) Crease the paper, thus fonning the perpendicular

1

C. 'i'he mechanical drawing instruments
With the use of the T-square and triangle, or two
triangles, the perpendicular can be constructed as has
been previously described.
Constructions:
1. *Draw a line and locate some

p~int

P in this line. Erect

a perpendicular using method A.
2. *Draw the perpendicular bisector to a line.
3, "'Elrom an external point drop a perpendicular to the line.
4. From a point near the end of the line erect a perpendicular.
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5.

Construct a larpe acute trianple.

Cut the trianfle

out, and by papor foldinc draw the three Bltltudes, paste the
td.anple in :rour note-book.

o.

Draw a larre obtuse triangle and draw the three

altitudes using the method given under
7.

c.

Draw the perpendiculsr bisectors to the sides of

a trian~le by usinf the compa3ses and the ruler.
8.

Repeat number 7 by usinf_: method B.

9.

Repe:'lt number 7 by using method

c.
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ThrouFh a point not in a lilJC, tn draw a ltne p9rallel

1.

to a given line
2.

(use compasses o.nd ruler).

Repeat, only use the

usinf: the '1'-squarG and the

archit~ct

tri,1nF1~;,

1

s

111et~od.

·rhi~J

i8 dons 0

or the rulor :md the

triangles.

ration ·or approximately 2::'> or 5:13) by eithep of t!1e methods
sup:e s ted.

4.
same

LikBwise construct o parallelogrem with the sides of the

ratio ''-S GoldBll Otlonl., und witi'. hn rm['le of 4bu as one

base anrle.

5.

Can you surr.ost ot.tier 111Uthods foP D1Qldnr.· c\ line pnr9ll8l

C.

c~n

a lino b3 dPnwn p;u•allel to another tl1Pourh a riven

point by the papep f'oldin!; r:Jethor'i'r
7.

lii'w a dGscPlpti.on oi' the mc1t.hod used wit!1 a dr•J'fllrl["

of the f'ipure.
'3.

wJ.ke a list of' the methodd :rou cun

p8.rnllel to 'lDOther, t!'Jroup-h G

fiVGll

point.

1.1~1e

to 'rnke 9. llne
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THE BASE .ANGLES OF .AN ISOSCELES.
TRIANGLE ARE EQUAL
1. Draw an isosceles triangle using three inches for
a base line. Measure and record the value of the base angles.
2. On the same base, make two other isosceles triangles,
but use different length for each of the sides or· the
triangles constructed. Compare the angles as before.
3. Construct an isosceles triangle. Draw the perpendicular
bisector to the base. Cut along this line, and the sides of
triangle, and test the two angles by superposition.
4. Repeat exercise number 3, except fold along the
perpendicular bisector, Do the angles oolhnoide','

Does the

perpendicular bisector divide the triangle into equal

I

II

parts?
5. The rafters of a certain roof are equal. How will the
outs of the rafters on the plate be?

Sketch.

6. At each end of a base line 2 inches long, construct
two eqQal angles, so as to make an isosceles triangle,measure
and compare the sides.
What theorems are the experiments on this page based upon?

OBSERVATIONS
Observe what applioatimns, if any, are made of the
isisceles triangle,
1. In architecture;
2.In instrument construction;
3. In other wa:ys.
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ANGLES
Whioh of the angles drawn below are equal? Whioh are
aoute, supplementary, complementary, right, or obtuse?

,.

•

,I
I

'

7(/ ...~

'

'
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HOW TO COPY AN ANGLE EQUAL TO A GIVEN ANGLE
A. By using the Me$hod Of:
1. Ruler and compasses;
2. The Carpenters'.

A carpenter csn do this by placing

his T-bevel-square over the angle, and setting the square
exact size of the angle. This angle then may be transferred to
------~------------------

3, T-square and angles. In case the angle is to be copied
near the position of the first angle, this becomes very easy,
if it is permitted to make the sides of the second parallel
to the first angle.

4. Paper marking:
An angle can be copied

13

c

equal to a given angle by
using a piece of p!J±)er wr1 th
em~.

straight _siiJde,-

Bt

c

I

(a) Place the paper as in A.B.C,over the angle;
(b) Mark the points A.B.C. on the paper;
(o) Move the paper to the desired place, mark the three
points A.B.C.,and draw the lines to form the angle.
B.

* Construct

an angle equal to a given angle.
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THE SUM OF THE ANGLES OF A TRIANGLE

The sum of the angles of a triangle : 180°. Judging from
its frequent use in trigonometry, this is one of the most
important theorems in the geometry. 'Trigonometry uses three
other theorarrs along with this one, as the main geometric basis
for its wort:. 1'hese are:
t-----•Ca)_The sum of the ang]_e s_ of -~_'t_r_j_~gle
(b)

~he

=180°;

sum of the acute angles of a right angle • 90°;

(c) The square of the hypotenuse

= the

sum of the squares

of the legs; and
(d) The theorem concerning the ratio of the sides of a
triangle to its angles.
This theorem concerning the sum of the

ang~es

of a triangle

is so important that much space will be given to it in the form
of numerous experiments and observations.
METHODS FOR PROVING THE SUM OF THE ANGLES OF A TRIANGLE

= 180°:

A. By Me.a'.surements :·
l. Construct a large t:riangle making very fine lines. By

means ·. of a pro.tractor; .measure each of the angles twice. Record
the values measured in a table like the one given below.

LC
svre'

.,
,,

..

89.

8 • .ll1though your triangle is different in size than the
'triangle made by the other students, how does the sum of the
angles of your triangle compare with the sum found by the
other students?
3. Make a right triangle. Measure the

acu~.e

angles. What

do you:r'tind to be true of their sum?
4. Devise a :ilethod for i'inding the third angle of a triangle
lk-:-'-~---:i~i"cc-t,ro~~azlg),e.e!-!!1!'-El-Si"Ven.,_iShi~W

tb.. e_method

~bY" m~ans_

Qf a__EikEI'tcll,_._~- _

Would your method be different in case the angles were given in
degrees instead ot a drawing showing the size of the angles?

s.

Without using the protractor, construct angles ot 60°,

45°, and 30°.

:B. By CUpping and Assembling the Angles:
The triangle shown below was constructed on colored stockl
.letters were placed in the angles, and the angles clipped fr()m
the triangle and reassembled ab()Ut a point as shown. What does
this show about the sumoof the angles of a triangle?
Each student should repeat this experiment using the
directions given below:
l• Construct a triangle .A..B.C.
8. Place letters in the

angles~

3. Cut triangle out.
4• Separate the three angles as shown.
5. Re-arrange these angles with their
vertices at a common point.
6. Observe· the results.
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C, By Paper Folding:
1.

Take any triangle piece of paper as A.B.C,

2. By folding, drop the perpendicular C.D.
3. H.E. is drawn parallel to A.B. by folding so that C.
falls on D (C.D.parallel to A.B). How does this make H.E.
parallel to A.B?
4. Fold so that A.F. and H.G. are perpendicular
respectively to A.B.
5. When angle A. and B. and C, are each folded over to
point D, you can see that they fill the straight angle A.D.B.
Make this test,
D. By Paper QQipping:
1. Choose any piece of paper which only one straight
edge; and
2. From any point in this line,
asP, out two straight lines
forming

L l, L 2,

and

.

L 3.

.-/··

/

3. See if you oan place

\B
\
\

triangle with the straight

-p

edges of the paper.

impossible oases, by cutting
the lines at various places?

/

I
I 2 ,..
3 I ,. I

the angles so as to form a

4. Can you get any

/

I

ce.

r
b ""

.
·I!

f·.:J·.2

/

/

.f!J. I

'----.-.-..-.-----..----=-=-=-======-=-=-=-=-=======-=-=-=-==:.:.:-=--=-=-:.::-:.::-=--::-==-===
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E. By Traversing the Sides of the 'l'riangle (indirectly).
1. A straight angle

= 180°.

2. The sum of all the angles on one side of a line equal
a straight angle.
3. 11. person standing at B, Figure 1, and facing toward C,
turns

through 180° in turning so

~---;a-s-t--s~f--a-c-e-A~.-----------

~

.

--~---~-----~------

....--;- - - - -

1

A

4. A person who starts from

c

X, Figure 2, and walks along sides
of triangle until he has walked

along

all. sides back to the starting-point X,
has turned through all points of
the compasses. That is, the sum
of the exterior angles of a
triangle is equal to 360°.
From this compute the value of the
interior of the angles of the triangle.
F. By Traversing the Sides (directly).
If a man stands at N facing M,
and turns and walks N.R. to R, and
then turns through angle 4, so as to
face Z (remember angle 4 equals
angle 2), and walks backward toM,
and next turns through angle 3, so
as to face N and walks to N; he will find he is facing in
opposite direction from the position from which he started. He has
therefore turned through 1800, '!That does this prove~
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G. BY Rotation of the Sides of the 'l'riangle
1. Given triangle A.B.C.

Show tln:.t the sum of the

three angles is equal to 180° by the method of rotation
of the sides of the triangle • .t;;xtend one side as A.B. in
order to furnish sufficient length of side.
With B. as center, rotate A.B.to C
'.71th C. as center, rotate B.C.to

~f

·"-~ ~

1------w1."-t-h--:A-;--a:s-uerrte-r-,-:r'O-tatce-----------A___________!?>_________ _
-

1

.\.F. to B.

'l'hrou(YJ_ how mnny dee;rees has A.B. been rotate:l?

H. By the method of rotating the perpendiculars to the
base
Given triangle M.N. R.
Let G.K. and G.J. be two coninciding perpendiculars
from N. (in the illustration they are drawn side by side
for convenience).
As G.K. rotates to the left

G

~
~
/

about point G. overtoN.,
what happens to angle 3?

,,

KJ

H

Continue the proof.
This cnn be seen with greater ease, if two toothpicks or rulers are used to rep•:"'sent lines G.K. and G.J.
Hold them in place at point G. by passing a pin through
them at this point, ancJ_ observe v:hich angles chnnge as
they are rotated, one to N. and the other to R.
In any position of G.K. as angle G.,what is true of

L1

and

L

2?
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I. As Shown by Rotation of Side of the

~triangle.

Rotate M.N. using C as a center of
rotation. As it rotates through the straight
i

angle, M.N. from its original position it
gradually increases, and evidently some time
during this turning, M.N. would be in a position such as
R.

s.

in which

L

parallel to A.B. ,and therefore
this position; and

but

L

1 .....

L1

....

line.

.•.'

.L

L
=l.

2.

L

5.

1 would be equal to

5 .....

L5
L

L1

'l'his makes R.S.

2; rj_ 3

=L 4

in

• L5 iden.

3 •

L

2 -

L 5 + L 3 = 180°.

L4

-

Since

R.s.

Adding

=

is a straight
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J". By Analogy to a Railway

Y

A.s was shown before, to turn as to face in the
opposite direction, a person turns through 180°.
In order to turn an engine in the opposite direction,
~

~

in case there is no turn-table, recourse is had to the

il

~

!!·~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-

]

triangle or railway Y.

A.s the Y is in the general shape

of a triangle, this proves the theorem as has been
shown before.

----- - --- ----- -

-------

--~-----===:==c---_
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K. By uo Measurem:en t
After the student has had a part of the second book in
geometry, especially that portion which treats of the relation
of circles to angle measurements, he can prove that the sum
0

of the angles of a triangle eq_uals 180 • 'l'his exercise will
help the student to form a more general idea of angle

relationships. In working these exercises, use the following
principles:
1. A central Lis measured by its intercepted arc;

2.

An

L between

two chords is measured by

i

its inter-

cepted arc;

4. An

L is

t its intercepted arc;
L between a chord and a tangent is measured by t

3. An inscribed

measured by

its intercepted arc;

i

5. An

between two secants is measured by

t the difference

of the intercepted arc;
6. An

L between

a tangent and a secant is measured by

-i

the difference of the intercepted arc.
A

oUmm.ary
By calling the arcs positive when an arc is on

each side of the two intersecting lines which form the

L

in q_uestion, and calling the smaller arc negative in case the
two arcs are on the same side of the vertex of the angle,
the six oases listed above may be incorporated into one
principle, as follows:

.--··-96

An angle which intercepts an arc or arcs of a
circle is measured by
intercepted.

i the algebraic sum of the arcs

Use this principle or the six principles

given above in examination of the following figures:

Figure 1. With vertices of
the triangle on the
circumference, all angles are
inscribed •

..:flj

1

Figure 2.

The sides

of the triangle
are tangents.
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ARCS .AND .ANGLE MEASUREll!IENT (CON).

Figure 3. The vertices of the
triangle are between two
intersecting chords.

The angles

e-~r~------·w-i-t-h-i-n-th-e-c-1-rcl-e .

.f'tj ~

Figure 4. An inscribed

L•

and

L between a tangent and
chord, etc.
L

Figure 5.

One angle on the

circumference.

Figure 6.

No angle on the

circumference,

J'
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POLYGONS
CONSTRUCTION

Draw :figures for the following polygons, and write the
name o:r each underneath its :figure:
1. Triangle

4. Hexagon

7. Duodecagon

2. Quadrilateral

5.

8, Pf:!ntadeoagon

~ctagon

EXPERIMENT

1. In constructing the polygons called :for above, the sides

and angles need not be made equal; in fact it would be better not
to take time to make them equal. Measure each angle in the
eight polygons which you have constructed and record in diagram
like the one below.

I

-po fygo ><J

ho

.Sides

.s ..... qf
.d

'P•!Ys•,.._

nv·

,s,OI~

a

..Swm af

e

2. Draw 4 polygons all o:r the same number of sides, but
all di:f:ferent in length of sides and size of

L s.

It is best

:ror di:f:ferent members of the class to choose polygons which
differ in the number of sides.
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3, Measure the
sum of tbe

Li

L

s in each poi!iygon, and observe if the

is constant for the same number of sides.

Make your records in the form of a table.
4. Show by a drawing how many diagonals can be drawn

fram each vertex of all polygons having three to twelve sides.

'Pojyyo>t.:s

no. of"
s•des

no. o1'
,Afl,~,.ol

eie.9'"'us
,-J't,

Lb.

dff:!re<>s /,._
Verfe< U <If' P~$ 0 " 5

How many diagonals can be drawn from one vertex?

What relation

has this number to the number of sides of the pQlygon?
How many diagonals for a n-gon?
5. When all the diagonals are drawn from one vertex,
how many triangles are formed in each polygon of the
exercise given above?

In a polygon of n sides, how many

triangles can be constructed by drawing diagonals from
one vertex?

.....
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6. Take any point in each polygon and draw lines

to each vertex in the polygon, thus dividing the
polygon into triangles.

Count the number or triangles,

and record the values found in a table.
Vfuat relation exists between the number of triangles and
~----"t~he-numb-e:r~of'~s~t'hs-s-ot~t-h-e--poi-ygon-?------:-------- -----;----- ---------

7. Measure the angles in the polygon with the
protractor.

Find the sum of these angles, and compare

with former records.

t(am..a,

1"

rfo. !!/"

Pl'llv oox, Stcles

rr

IV'o

d,,u/Dnfl/3

No

trt a nr/e :5
v

J-'

ft.fjonJ
2.~tat1N.fo.,..,

Pt. n"tlzJO ..._tl;.,.

ft.<- .

•

-"

0

if

./

r

Jto

Rf.

P.

:l.

JfO

¢

c/ej'r<Z"czs
I

'l 0

--------------
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THE EXTERIOR ANGLES OF POLYGONS
A. The Exterior Angles of a Triangle
Principle: 'l'he exterior angle of a triangle is greater
than either of the opposite

inter~or

angles.

1. Draw a large scalene triangle, and by producing the
sides in succession through each vertex, make three exterior

than either of the opposite interior angles.
2. Repeat exercise number 1, but use another kind of
triangle.

Draw two triangles, one containing only large exterior

angle, and a second triangle with a very small exterior angle.
Can you make a triangle In which the exterior angle is less
than either of the opposite interior angles?
B. 'l'he l!;:x:terior .Angle of a Polygon
1. A person turns through
180° in turning ao as to face in
the opposite direction.
2. In turning a complete
circuit and racing the same
as before, one turns through

3. Imagine a person starting at A facing B, and walking
around the polygon facing the direction shown by the arrows. At
each vertex he must turn through the exterior angle of the
polygon, and when he arrives at A and faces B again, he will be
facing in the ssme direction, and has turned through 360°

=-·-cc.~~=-c- cc--=c:::-::_.-:c--- - -------

-=c=c=~-----cc=-====-c-=-
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Hence the sum of the exterior angles

= 360°,

4. 'l'his would be true irrespective of the numoc r of

sides of the polygon. '1'herefore, the sum of the exterior
angles of any polygon made by producine each side in
succession is equal to 360°,
C.

Experiment
1. Construct any polygon of seven or more sides, and

produce one side at each vertex, ao as to make the exterior
angles of the poihygon.

With scissors out the exterior angles

out, and place them side by side about a point. v'lhat do you
find to be true?
2. Can you make a polygon in which the sum of the
exterior angles will be greater than 360°?
3. Use is made of this principle in testing a survey.
A

surveyor in determining the area of a plat of ground bounded

by a polygon meastiTes all the sides, and the exterior angles
of the polygon, and if the sum of these angles is equal
to 360°, he knows that his work is approximately
correct.
4. Measure the length of the sides of some irregular
plot outside the school building.

Use a surveyor's

instrument or a protractor to measure the size of the
angles.

Test the sum of the exterior angles as a check

upon your work.
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PARALLELOGRAMS
1. 'ITi th a ruler and compasses make a neat and accurate drawing
of a parallelogram. Likewise, construct a rectangle using the
ratio of width to length as 2:3.

~

I!

2. Make a quadrilateral with two of its sides equal and parallel,
and test to see if the figure is a parallelogram. How can you

J

tell if it is a parallelogram?

l

3. Make a nuadrilateral. so that the opposite sides are equal,

l

i---::--::-::-:------:--:-;:--;-----:;--~---;---:-:--

but do not-,.tr<JtO make the:u,tparallel.

Make the base

3i

inches,

I

and other sides 2 inches.
gram.

Test to see i f this is a parallelo-

(What is the definition of parallelogram?}

4. Draw two lines through any point O, so as to make any convenient angle.

Using 0 as a center and a radius of 1 inch strike

off equal arcs on one of the lines on each side of 0, locating
points A and C.

Likewise on the other line, locate points B

and D, us ine; a radius of 2 inches.

Connect A to points B and

D·, and also connect C with B and D.

Test to determine if the

figure is a parallelogram.
5. State the three propositions which the above exercises
illustrate.
Experiment
Cut four pieces of wood, card-board, or paper, making.
two of them 3 inclles long and two of them 2 inches long. Place
these pieces with the equal lengths opposite each other, and in
the form of a quadrilateral. Can you by changing the angles be.fn 'tv.,

tween the pieces place in a position that will notform a paral-

"

lelogram? Can this principle be applied in the construction of a
parallel ruler?
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PARALLELOGRAMS USED IN APPLIANCES
A. The Telephone Extension Bracket.
As the telephone is pulled
out from the wall in a wall
bracket telephone, why
does the telephone always

from the floor? Explain.
B. Folding Running-Board Luggage Carrier
Compare the type or running-board luggage co.rrier, which
may be folded even with the running-board when not· in

us~,

with the type mentioned in C.
C. The Extension Luggage Carrier
Some bundle carriers used on automobile running-boards are
constructed so that they may
be lengthened to various
positions, yet the end
pieces always remain parallel
to each other.

Explain.

D. The Extension Table of the Dentist

Why does the little wall extension tool table near the
dentist's operating chair always remain level, although
extensible at different angles and distances?

(

-_-.

~
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C~NT~K

0¥

~KnVlTi

1.

Look up the definition of center of pravity.

2.

The center of' [-'rHvity f'o-r· 1 J.:).t or semi-f'la.t ob;ir~cts

l"~~y be found by taking the ob,i'lct and placlnr it so t.h<.'.t it
just balcdwes on the 0d[(e of

tlJCJ

table.

Rep8cJt with the

-i-~__jo_b_ject turned in a dit'J'erent po~d.tion.

Draw a line as before: The center of ~ravlty is

ju8t above the point where tbe~e lins~ inter'sact.

Cut out, and find the center of rravity by the mPthod
described :tn exercise nurnbBI' 2:
(a)

•rri>Htl.le

(b)

farallelopram

\C)

Circle

(d)

M1:f

lrreruJnr i'ir:ur'e

(Note: Place tho rt~ures so that one v8rtex will be alon[
edpe of the tabl0).
4.

Alonl

wh•Jt lines is ti'JB center of' fi"lVity in'' tri9.nfle·:·

f).

Alone what lines is the cenVlr of' [r'1vit::; i.n ~t P'lr8.1lelo-

G.

Conditions of stability depend upon tte location of the

center of' ;1rHvity.

are.

List theY'>.

l''l.nd out wh•:'t tbe •)ondi.tion~ of' ~te~bilitv
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THE RELATION BET'ATEEN ANGLES AND SIDES OF A
TRIANGLE
Draw oarefU11y the following figures in a convenient size:
1. A triangle A.B.S, so as to make angle A equal to angle B.
Measure and oompare the sides opposite these angles.
2. A triangle A.B.C. making A.B. equal to B.C. Measure
M---:an-d-cemp-a-r-e~an-g~l-e~.A----e.n.-d-ang-1-e-E-.--------------------------------------------

3. A triangle A,B.C. so that angle A is greater than
angle B. Compare the sides opposite these angles,
4. A figure to illustrate the oonverse of No. 3, Make a
test by measurement and comparison of parts.
I

:

5.A triangle with two of its sides very much unequal.
Compare and measure angles oppasi te these sides.
6. A triangle A,B,C, using 1 inch for side c, lt
for side b, and make angle A equal to 30

inc~es

°.

Construct another triangle M.N.S. using 1 inch for sides,
lt incbes for side n, but make engle m equal to 60°. Compare

1

! •

length of the third side of the first triangle with the third
side m of the second triangle. What theorem is illustrated?
7. Two triangles A.B.C end H.C.F. making two sides of one
equal to two sides of the other, but the third side of first
greater than third side of the second.

Measure and compare

the angles opposite the third sides of the two triangles.
What truth does this illustrate?

.

----- -------

~--------~-
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DIRECTIONS FOR PROBLEMS OF CONSTF.UCTION

The solution of a problem of construction consists of
the followihg steps:
1. A statement of the problem to be constructed.
2.A presentation of the given parts.
(a) If lines of a certain length or angle of certain

size, they should be drawn to scale;
(b) Otherwise any convenient length may be drawn for
what is given.
3. A statement of what is required to be done.
4. The construction. This consists of

(a) A figure showing all construction lines by broken
line;

(b) The lines of the figure in heavy continuous lines.
5. K statement of the method of construction:
(a) Given in phrase form; and
(b) With reasons ilif needed.
5. Proof showing that following the method of the construc-

tion advocated the required figure will result.
7. A discussion of any special limitations.

'l'he student is

advised to compare the sample construction given in the next few
pages with the above outline.
Procedure to Obtain Solution of the More Difficult
Construction Problems:
It is not always possible to construct a given geometric
figure. In order for the construction to be possible, sufficient

~==~-

~=--cc
...=-·~-==-=-=·=~=~~~=-c---------

-
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parts must be given to determine the figure.

Even when

sufficient parts are given, it may not always be possible to
see at once just how the cons true tion is to be made, or
the parts may not be of proper length to make the construction
of the figure possible.
If you cannot determine the method of construction at
once, proceed as follows:

sketch showing how the figure will appear when completed. You
will tpen have a figure before you as it will finally appear,
except that the construction lines are absent, and your figure
will not contain the required parts, in their given length
or size.
2. Indicate in this figure by heavy lines the parts which
are given; and
3. From these given parts, and using the principles of

geometry, find a way to proceed to the construction of the
whole figure. 'l'his may be done by observing the method used in
step number 4.
4. Find a part of the figure which is determined. This

will usually be a triangle.

Sometimes additional lines

need to be drawn to form this triangle.
5.

When this is found, the figure may be completed using

this unit part as a foundation.
6. You are now ready to construct the entire figure from

the i'irst, usj.ng the required parts.
7. Follow general outline given for organization of the

proof.
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THE SOLUTION OF A CONSTRUCTION PROBLEM
To construct a right triangle given the hypotenuse and
the diff'erenoe between the other two sides.
Deriving the Solution:
Unless the solution is known, draw a figure and make a
study of' it.
Study of' the Figure:
1. Heavy lines indicate the given parts;

2. Locate D, so that A.B.

=

a - b;

3. 'l'hen triangle A.C.D. is isosceles.
4.

L 1 =L 5

(

= 45°)

(An isosceles right triangle)

5.

L

2 is a supplement of'

L 1.

Triangle A.D.B. is determined having
two sides and an angle opposite one
of them as

L2

could only be obtuse

since C is a right.
Solution:
For method of proof refer to sample of student's work
as given on page 36.
Be sure to give a complete proof including also
a discussion of possible oases, etc.
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CONSTRUCTIONS
The following constructions are to be made and the constructions and proof written according to the plan shown
previously.
Construct a right triangle, given respectively,1, One side and the hypotenuse;
i!--~~~~~~-"2._.._,T,...,e'--'twu_ams_A_e,n.d_B.;----------~-------·-·--·----·

3, The hypotenuse and one acute angle;
4. The hypotenuse and di:tferenoe between the other
two sides;
5, 'l'he hypotenuse and one leg.
Construct an isosceles triangle, given respectively,6. An arm and the median to it;
7. The base and altitude drawn to the base;
8, TJ1e base and the vertex angle;
$. The base and one side;

10. The vertex angle and the altitude.

Construct an equilateral triangle, given respectively,11. One side;

12. One altitude;
13. The bisector of one of the angles.

Construct a triangle given, respectively,14. Two sides and an altitude to one of tham;
15. A side, an adjacent angle, and its bisector;
16. Two sides, and the median drawn to one of them;

17. Two sides, and the altitude to one or them;

lll

18. Two sides, and altitude to third side;
19. The mid points of its side;;
20. Two medians and the angle between them;
21. One side, the angle opposite this side, and another

angle;

~

i~
!!

22. The base and the median and altitude to this side;
Construct a rectangle, given respectively,23. 'l'he base and the altitude;
24. •·• side and one diagonal;
Construct a parallelogram, given respectively,25. Base, an adjacent angle, and the altitude;
26. 'l'he diagonals, and the angle be tween them;
27. 'l'he base, one base angle, and. the altitude;
28. Two adjacent sides, and angle between them;
Construct a Rhombus, given respectively, 29. A sid.e and the angle it forms with a diagonal;
30. The two diagonals;
31.

fill

angle and the diagonal from its vertex;

32. One side, one diagonal;
33. A diagonal and an angle opposite it;
34. One side equal to 3 inches, and an angle of 45°.
Construct a quadrilateral, given respectively,35. The four sides, and an angle between two of them;
Construct a square, given respectively,36. Diagonal equal to 2 inches;
37. One side.
Construct a trapezoid, given:
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38. The four sides.
39. Draw an isosceles triangle, and make

bisector of the base.

a perpendicular

Does it pass through the vertex?

Prove

this to be true.
40. In what other triangles is exercise 38 true?
41. Draw a triangle and construct the three medians.

Do

theY meet in a point?
42. Construct an angle of 45°-;-- - - - - - - -

43. Use

T-s~uare

and triangles to construct perpendiculars

mentioned below:
(a) Line frcm point in a line;
(b) A Line from point outside the line;
(c) Three altitudes for an

(1) Acute angle triangle;
(2) Obtuse angle triangle;
(3) Right angle triangle.

Do these altitudes meet?

Wrere'2

ulars can be drawn from a point in a line?

How many perpendicNot confining your

perpendiculars to same plane, how many can be drawn?

Make a

drawing to show this.
EXPERil\lllil!lT
1. Take a piece of colored paper, fold a crease so
as to form a triangle.

By paper folding, make a perpendicular

from vertex to the base. (A right angle is formed by paper
folding by folding an edge of paper over on to itself, then
creasing the follis: perpendicular to edge).

=--

-=-=--=-==-=--=--:=.

iF='--~-

=====-=-=--==-=--=-=-=--=---=-

=c---=c--=c--=:--

=---=--=·=;c:-_cccccc=cc~c~------
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2. Construct a square by paper folding.
3. Inscribe a square within a square by pap:er folding.

Do this in such a way that the vertices of the inscribed
square are at the mid points of the sides of the first.square.
4. Repeat with another paper, and then inscribe a
square in the last square you have just completed, untiih
1___,you have four squares each wHhin the_l_Glst__ sq1J.ID:"E:~_. ___ _
5. Repeat with another piece of pap<er, but have vertices
at some other

placeothe~

than the mid points of the first.

Compare the sizes of the two squares. How would you construct
a square double a e;i ven square?
Demonstrate by means of construction:
6. Bisectors of angles of a triangle meet within a
point in the triangle. State the theorem.
Perpendiculars bisectors of the sides of a triangle meet in
a point.
Make drawings to show that perpendicular bisectors
7. Of an acute angle triangle meet in a point;
8. Of an obtuse angle triangle meet in a point;
State theorem.
9. Can you draw a triangle in which the perpendicular
bisectors of its sides do not meet in point?
The medians of a triangle meet in a point which is twothirds of the distance from vertex to opposite side. Construct
a triangle and measure distances from vertices to the intersections of the medians. State the theorem.

----- ----·----
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REVIEW FOR BOOK I
RECTILINEAR FIGURES
Write out this exercise in brief form, but be sure you are
1
'

'~I

able to Quote complet theorems if they are called for.
SUMMATION

1. Two lines are equal if (fill in blanks)

1~~~-,.-::--~--a.

~

~

b.

'£-.--------------------------------

g.

e.

h.

d.

1.

e.

j.

2. Triangles are congruent if

I

a.

c.

b.

d.

I

3. Hight triangles are congruent. if
a,

c.

b.

d.

4. Angles are eQual if
a.

e.

b.

f.

Co

g.

d.

h.

5. List facts known concerning a parallelogram
!!l.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.
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6. Two lines are parallel if

~.

a.

e.

b.

f.

c.

g.

d.

h.

A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if

a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

8. What is true in a polygon of n sides?
9. Give the s i:z:: names wb i ch may be given to a square

a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

10. Give the four names VIhich may be given to a
parallelogram

a.

c.

b.

d.
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GOOD PROPORTIONS IN A R:SCTiJWLE
qhether or not a rectangle has the most pleasing
appeo.rcmce depends upon the ratio of its width to its length,
and not so much upon the size of the rectangle.
1. '.Vi th a base line of 3 inches construct a rectangle

J
!I

~

using a length for the wid.th of the rectansle which ,will rnal<::e

I

L1easure this width.
2. Choose fron 8IIlong a group of :Jhristmas, Easter, und
cclling cards, the card Yihich has tl1e moc:t beautiful outline
shape. J:easure and rccorc1 the ratio of width to length.
3. Go to a drug store and find which is tlJe ncost popular
film size. :.hat is tb.e ratio of its dimension'i

1

I

4. :·.11ll.t is tl:.e ratio of the v:idth to the length of the

u.s.

postal-card~

5. Secure opinions of other people concerning the most
ple asine; proportions for a rectancle.
6. Hecord results in a table (u8in.<:o; neare8t rhoJ.e number)
of objects you lwve neasured:
Object

"

"

Length

Ratio

"

"

Principles
The Greek parthenon proportions are based upon the idea
that the ratio of width to length to be the most pleasing mould
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be 2:3, or 5:8. They adhered to this principle that equal sizes
were uninteresting.

The Greeks, with a love for the beautiful,

and a destre to use the best of space relations, chose the
ratio of 2:3 for the ratio of width to the length of the
rectangle.

Thts was knO\m as the "Golden Oblong", and is

recognized as a standard for fine space relationships.

Some

people seem to have ability to make good space organization.
Those v1ho find it difficult to c;et good results in such
arranc;ements, should use the proportions of the "Golden
Oblong."
1. A rectangular mass placed within a larger rectangular

frame should not be placed in the geometric center of the
frame, but should have margins in which the ratio of the
top,. sides and bottom margins are to each other as 5:7:11.
Exercises
:Mount a number of pictures in your note-book to
illustrate the above given principles.
2. Observe on your home, in school, and in the city,

for agreements arid violations of the principles of proper
relationship.
3. Do houses with square dimensions for foundation appear
/

to be beautiful?

4. How would a house appear built on the dimensions of
a cube?
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SYM!.;:p:TRY

Symmetry is a form of balance. Bi-lateral symmetry
(or bi-symmetry)

is that type of synmetry in which the bal-

ance is very apparent to the observation. It consists of
like points, line, or objects, placed at equal distances on
opposite sides of a point or line as a r8ference •. On the

of balo.nce the heavier or mo1'e imnortant object is placed
nearer to the center of the group of objects or center of
the picture, VlbilE: the lighter or

le::;~3

im;.lortant is plc.ced

nearer the outside of the croup oi' objects or :nicture.

The teeter-board is a good illustration of the principles of symmetry. 'I'rro boys of equal l7ei~:ht must be placed at
equol distances frorl the i'ulcrum in order to secure a balance. 'J.'his is bi-lateral symmetry. If a large man \'!ere on
one end of the teeter-board, and a child on t1•e other end,
it wculd be necessary to place them at unequal <Hstances
from tJ1e fulcrum, in order to secure a balance.It requires
more. core cmd thouc;ht to obtain occult symmetry, but it is
more be au tiful o.nd not so monotonoas as the bi-lateral
symmetry.
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A house possessing bi-syn:unetry has like forms of strucure as windows, gables, etc. on either side of a central line.
The human body has nllinerous elements of this type Of symmetry
as may be observed in ears, eyes, nose, arms, legs, etc.

One

arm is symmetrical to the other, but the right arm could not
be placed in position of the left; neither could the right
II

i

glove be used to fit the left hand.

] - - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----11

-n...

Obserl'e
ba!-. .. o•ny
s cr.~ tttt'tl. a.' a:"~

..:ftJrwr.

It gives one an aesthetic shock to observe anything which
lacks symmetry. For an ear, leg or arm to be missing throws
the face or body out of apparent balance. The no ted statue,
however, is not lacking ,in symmetry although it is lacking a
head.
KINDS OF SYMlliJSTRY

1. The occult symmetry in which a balance is maintained
by placing the larger of two objects near the center.
2. Bt-symmetry is obtained by making both sides alike.
(a} Axial Bi-symmetry.

Two points are symmetrical

with respect to a line as an axis if this line bisects at
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right angles every line connecting the points.
A figure is symmetrical with respect to
a line as an axis if every point on one
side has a symmetrical point on the
other side.
(b) Center c>ymmetry.

A figure is

symmetrical with respect to a point as
the center of symmetry if this point
bisects every line drawn through it
terminated by the figure •
. (c) Tri-symmetry has three units
of symmetry.
(d) Multi-symmetry has many units

I

of sym;ne try.
EXERCISES
1. Name and draw two figures having by-symmetry,

2. How many axes of symmetry has each of the following:
(a) Square

(d) Regular hexagon

(b) Rectangle

(e) Equilateral triangle

(c) Parallelogram

(f) Isosceles triangle
(g) Octagon.

3. Make sketches to show the axes for the above figures.
4. In what positions should the hands be placed in order
to be symmetrical?
5. In what positions should the hands be placed in order
to be unsymmetrical?
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5.

What parts of the human body are arranged symmetrically

externally? 1/hat parts are arranged symmetricBlly internally?
TEST FOR CENTER OF SYMMETRY
'Nhich figures listed below have a center of symmetry?
~

I

(a) Square

(d) Regular pentagon

(g) Regular hexagon

(b) Rectangle

(e) Equilateral triangle

(h) Octagon

(c) Rhombus

(f) Circle

( i) Ellipse

'11------------------

ll

I

----------------

EXPERThrENT
Locating

~ymmetrical

Points

B

1. Locate on a sheet of paper

.c

~

any point 0, and four other points

·0

D

il..B.C.D. 'l'hen find four other
points, W.X.Y.Z. symmetrical to
••

i

A.B.C.D.
2. Draw any line A.B. and on
one side locate at random any
four points M.N.R.s. Then locate

M

•

r(

•

the points E.F.G.H. symmetrical

•

with respect to A.B. as an axis
of s yrometry.
DRAWING SYI/11\ffiTRICilL FIGURES
A. Methods.
1. Free hand.

It is usually very easy to construct a single curve
free handi but when it is required to draw another beside the first curve drawn, it will be found to be more
difficult. Try drawine a vase or candle-stick free hand.
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2. Geometrical construction.
{a) After one side of the desired curve has been
constructed by free hand drawing, or by use of the
French curve, the other side can be drawn by locating
points along the path of the other curve by construction of the perpendicular bisectors.
(b) Draw one part of the curve on graph paper, and
----

then locate points for the other curve by use of the small
squares on the graph paper.
(c) By making equal angles with the axis s yrnmetri cal,
points can be located.
3. Mechanical.
(a) Paper folding.
(1) Construct one side of the curve as desired.
Crease and fold paper along
the axis, then by the use of
carbon paper or sufficient
pressure on tracing pencil,
force outline on the other
side of the fold.

Or after

Metnocl

.folding, cut along the curve with the scissors.
4. Blotting.
A paper pressed on a fresh ink blot produces a
figure symmetrical with the first figure.
5. Mirror
The image in the mirror is symmetrical to the object
producing the image.
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Use any three of the above methods to produce a
synunetrical drawing of a vase or a candle-stick.
B. Observations.
1. Read various works of art concerning symmetry and its
use as a principle of artistic arrangement.
2. Learn the distinction between occult (hidden balance)

and bt-symmetrical balance.

and make a drawing of this vievr to scale.
4. E'ind a hoU$e whi.ch best i2.lus trates your idea of good
occult balance. Make a drawing of this house to scale.
5. Make a study of show window displays, and sketch the
best illustrations of the two kinds of balance.

1

6. Make clippings from magazines or papers to show how
the principles of balance may be useo. in arrangement of,( a) Furniture :in the home;
(b) Flowers (see .Tapanese flower arrangements) ;
(c) Objects in a picture;
(d) Pictures on a pace (as arranging photos in
an album).
Follow the law of the margin as given below in arrane;ing
the pictures in a frame, or on a card:
C. Laws of the margin.1. Rectangular masses placed within a rectangular frame

should have margins according to ratio: top, sides, bottom, as

5:7:11.
2. 'l'he important object of a photograph or picture should

have a ratio of 5:8 (2:3; 3:5; 8:13).
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APPEARll.NCES OFTEN MISLEADING

A. Geometrical Illusions
1. Often the eye is led away from the line or figure

actually under observation to certain auxiliary lines, and thus
we misjudge the length or size of a given figure because our
eyes have slipped over to other lines, and i'/e estims.te the

l

line either Ionger or .s-rro-rt-e-r,--d:-ep-e-n-d-i-ng-on--t-B.-e --pos-1-t-i-on--arul

I

inclination of the orlh"' r;_" lines.
(

2. In the drawings givton below, first estimate wh6:.4 ,·s
longer line in mal<ing your comparisons, before taking any
measurements.
'

I
I

<

b

>

fhe

,..'"'~
'-:"f'I
·•
~~!'"-'"•'' ··:·
,,\"
··c• ,., ·-'-'''

.,...
•·:·· ( r',/ n•r)
,.\.,, T 1 r··1 n•
'•'<,
\.
<

--~-~--

·'I

I

\~.---h-__.--~'7

observe
Yfed if

1"/cc

/me

J.

3. These 11lus1one are e;iven to show tho.t we oan not
depend upon appearances for 11eometr1oa1 proof•• l>Ut mtu1t ro•ort

to the lOG1oal· or general proof'. Only «
~metrlolll

rew

illusions have been given a.bon.

or the msny
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B.

App~icat1on

to Delll:ligning.-

The intelligent dressmmcer takes advantage·of the principle
that lines influence the appearance of other lines near them,
in designing of dresses for various customers. Some who are
stout desire to appear slender. The designer secures these
results by proper position of lines as shown in the stripe of
dress material, or the location and direction of trimming, or
ple.ats, ruffles, etc.
A suggest ion of the influence of lines upon the appearance refer to the figures on the following pages.

-~~----~----~-

·-·--·--------·
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Observe the influence of the direction and position
of lines upon the figures below.

At the left viidth is

emphasized, while the height is given to the figure to
the right by long vertical lines.

The diamonds are
the same size.

The direction of .lines
changes their appearance.
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The influence of radiating lines upon parallel lines
is shown in the fic;ures belovl. 'l'be designer of· the dress
shown at the r:i{;ht has given emphasis to width by the lines
radisctinc; from a point.

':'"l1ereas the ap:uearance of height

is given by the parollel lines in tlle other fie;ure.

i

~

I
~

The vertical lines in
ficure 4 a~e parallel.

The eye

in obseTvine; the radiating lines
judges the vertical lines as non-parallel.
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C. The influence of one line upon another
1, 1Yhen two or more lines, or figures, are in close
proxil~ity,

the eye does not examine each independently of

the other, but one line may soften, modify or aid the eye in
its examination of the other. This was shown to be true in
the case of certain optical illusions. I"ines ma:r be in opposition, contradiction, transition, repetition, or irt radiation in
respect to another line, or lines.
2. Beauty throuc:h opposition may be attained through
proper organization of the lines.

T
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Lines of 1'ransition and Contradiction

Lines of Transition:
Lines of transition have a tendency to aid
the eye in its turn of direction, and hence
have u blending effect.
It may often be seen as an element of
support in connecting two contradictory
members, like in table legs, etc.

I
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CliAl 'rER VI

(Book I I)
THh ILAN OF Tlib C'rJ!ER BOOKS
The experiments, observations, and exercises given in
Book II are provided to meet the following aims:

!

~
I
'

1. To develop the a.bility to use circles in designs and
furnish training in constructtons involving circljs.
2.

----------

To give sufficient materia.l to clarify the theorems

of the text.
3. To show some of the applications.
4. To furnish sufficient material to give latitude for
~ifferent

interests and capecities.

5. To give an indication of the content of more advanced

I

rna the rna tics.
OU'l'LINE OF CONTENT:

A. Experiments and cor;structionR to familiarize the
student

wit~

the theorems.

1. Circles and points
Three experiments co nee rn ing J•O in ts and c ire leA.
2. Finding the center of a circle, etc.
Four exJ.,erimen ts based uj.;on the method for f lmlinr
the center of a circle.
3, Measurements dealing with
(a) Arcs and centrsl sngles
(b) Chords, central angles, and arcs.
(c) The chord and its per'}Jendicular bisector.
(d) Chords and their distance to center of circle.

---T-
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(e) Inscribed and central angles.
4. Division of circumference.
(a) How to divide a circle into 4, 6, 8, or
12 equal parts.
(b) Divide a circle into any number of eg_ual parts
by using a scale of chords.
B. Appl:tcations:
I. Sailor •s-:t:rorizuntal-d-an-ger--angle.----------2. Relation of circles to construction of arches
Relation of circles to construction of windows.
3. Applications of circles to astronomy.
0. The Use of Circles in Designs:
1. The construction of monograms.
2. The curve of beauty and its uses.
3. The curve of force and its uses.
4. The relationship of curves to beauty of design.
5. Good design as shown in the Devilibus

perf~ers.

6. Curves used in fUrniture design.
D. Application to advanced mathematics.
LGeometry should be a stepping-stone to the more
advanced mathematics. If' the student is given ali ttle taste of
higher mathematics, be will then know whether he would la.te r
1 i k e. to spend tltme on the next course. If later he takes any
of the higher mathematics, he has already had an introduction
2. Construction and €\PPlications of

(a) The ellipse
(b) Hyperbola
(c) Parabola
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(d) The oval
(e) Q:rther curves.
3. Seven pages dealing with loci problems.
E. fl'ummary:

1. The fronilies of theorems in Book II.

2. Give 5 statements concerning equality of lines
in circles.
3. Give 5 statements concerning angles and their

measure.
4. Give 5 statet:tents concerning arcs.

RATIO AND PROPORTION
(Book III)
A. Experiments, Constructions given to clarify the Theorems.
1. Testing segments made by a line parallel to the base of a

triangle.
2. To divide a line into any number of proportional parts.
3. To divide a line A.B. proportionally to a given
divided line C.D.
4. To find the fourth proportion.

5. To find the third proportion.
5. To find the mean proportion.
7. To divide a line into extreme and mean ratio.
8. 'rhe bisector of an an!!;le and proportional segments.
9. 'rhree exp er:!Jirients dealing with similar triangles.
10. The proportional segments of the tangent and the secant.
11. The p!L"Dportional segments of two secants.
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12. 'J.'he proportional segments of two intersecting chords.
13. How to construct a right triangle by using a rope,

as was done by the Egyptians.
14. Modern methods for constructing a right angle.

B. Trigonometric Applications.
1. TriJonometric ratios are functions of the angle

!I

il
1/

only.

1u'--------~~-------------

2. Six practical exercises treating of trigonometrical

ratios.
3. How to mru(e a table of the trigonometric function
as sin

1 ,

cos.,etc.

4. Sides of two similar right triangles have the

I

same ratio.
Applications:

i'

'

1. A number of experiments shOVIing how distances to

inaccessible objects may be found.
2. How to figure the height of a tree or building.
3. How distances to the planets and stars are found.
4. 'l'he law of the margin.

c.

Applications:
1. After images and ratio.

2. Construction of scales.
Four experiments concerning scale drawing.
3. Drawing house plans to scale.
4. The relation of the size of the object to its image.
D. Proportion in the arts and design:
1. The vertical division of the horizontal mass.
2. The horizontal division of the vertical mass.
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3. Proportion end ratio in costume construction.
4. Proportion and ratio in furniture construction.

5. Good proportions in a rectangle.

AREA OF FIGURES

i

h

(Book IV)
·-~"

A.

1'

II

.i)

.e. .... .._,.,,,,

- - ... ______-h_.l ______ ~-~'b_......
u•
IJ.Ll v -....

er ..L v ti"' .LUU:

.

Cl

ov-..l.l.lo.Q~ .....--f!-0-~--th-e--ar-e.e.--O-f----------·-

1. Rectangle

3. Triangle

2. Parallelogram

4. 'irapezoid.

The trapezoid rule for irregular figures.
The area of a triangle in terms of its side.
How to find area of a leaf, or irregular shapes.
B. Practical work in finding areas (outside laboratory):
1. Plane table work,(a) How to lay out on paper a scale drawing of a plot

I

1

of ground.

I

(b) Area determinations.
2. HOW to find true north.
3, How to continue a line around an obstruction.

4. Checking the measurement of angles of an inclosed
figure by the exterior angles.
5. Triangulation.

c.

TransfonRation Exercises.

D, S'u.mmary of Book IV.
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REG\JIJLB FIGURES
(Book V)
A. Construction of regular figures by central angle method
using a protractor:
1. Square

3. Septagon

2. Hexagon.

4. Octagon, etc.

t---R· Construction of

regul~_Jigures

by use of the ruler end

compasses:
1. Square

4. Duodecagon

2. Octagon

5. Pentagon

3. Hexagon

6. Pente.decagon

C. How to make a star having five points
D. How to make a star having six points.
E. How to construct the regular polygons using a carpenter's
square.
F. Make designs using regular ploygons.
G. Applications of:
Regular polygons in the following:
1. Snow crystals

4. Wall paper designs

7. Spider web

2. Seed pods

5. Linoleum

8. Honey cell

3. Flowers

6. Designs and arts

9 • .Architecture.

Applications of geometry to:
1. .A.s tronomy

4. Mechanical drawing

2. Physics

5. Industrial arts

3. Carpentry

6. Furniture design.
7. Geometry in Indian rugs.
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Cr-Al TF.E V 1 I
B I H L I 0 G H i' 1 ll Y
A. WC'RKS IN TENS IVUY c·.'l'UD n;n

1. Art and Geometrical Design
',:-

Ba tehe lder, t . • A. , ['e_e igr1_ ln

_'['t_~g_ry

a nt;! __ I_r~£ t ice .

The Macmillan Co., Chicago, 192-<C

~

f, recogniztcd But!wrtty on design and ·art,

~~~---------__:_[._.o__:o:_l_l~t.'::r'_e_:a:_t_m_c:__m__:__t_::__:_o f

~

l'eRrson, F .A.,
~ir

!i

Tic~E>_t

8

H l i cat l on to g e ~-;;;,-_-tr~y •

and_,;]2_Q_W_ C'l:rd f_!_e_s_l,_g_t].tr!£..

Isaac litman & Son, New York, 1924.

II

I
r

Furnishes a good

I

;:-

f-mit~1,

of geometry.

a~pltcation

Nettle, !les_i_g_ni_l]£'_1J!_i__!,llXlo_w_~.

The Brucfl l ublishing Co., Milwaukee, 1927.

j

The geometric design is clearly shown.
Sprague, Elizabeth, how __ t_(l _Let1_i&n.

_Q_r:~e.ting_

_Q_e.:.rds_.

Rriclgman Jubll.shing Co., ielham, New Yor.k, 1987.
Numerous suggestions on proper designing, etc.
Sykef', Mabel, l'rq_b_!_sl!!S..LQ.:t:_Q_e_o_m~~r:,y_·.
Allyn & Bacon, Chicago, 1912.
A. source book ol

InJustrial Iesifns and Ornaments.

Scott Foresman & Co., Chicago, 1916.

A leader in the f'ield of industrial f,rts resie-n.
Every geometry student ancl wood and metal worker
should be acquainted with this work.
;,

Books referred to on page 143,
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2 • .Art
..)f-

Goldstein, Harriett,)
Goldstein, Villa, ) Art in Every Day Life.

2nd ed.

The Macmillan Co.,Chicago, 1925.
Fine as an application of geometry of balance,
symnetry, unity, proportion, emphasis, etc.

't Lemos, Pedro J. ,Applied Art.
Jil;-~~~~~~~~~----:Pae.-i-1'-i-Gl-I'-I'es.s-Eub.lish.ing __ Ass_o_c_i_ati_o_n,_ __ _

Hountain View, California, 1920.
3. Architecture
Hodgson, F. T. ,Building Archi t~_ctural Drawing.
Frederick J. Drake & Co. , Chic ago , 1904.
West, George Herbert, Gothic Architecture.
Bell & Son, London, 1927.
4. Decoration
.:¥:Holloway, E.S. ,The Practical Book of Finishing The
Small House and itpartmen t.
J.B. Lippincott Co.,Chicago, 1922.
A practical and useful book on decorations.
Jakaway, Bernard C.,The Principles of Interior
Decoration.
The Macmillan Co. ,Chicago, 1922.
A good treatise.
~Parsons,

F.A.,Interior Decoration. Its Principles

and Practice.
Doubleday, Page

& Co.,New York, 1921.

Parsons is an authority on the subject.
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Parsons, F.A.,The Art of Home Furnishing and
Decoration.
Armstrong, Cork Oo.,Lancaster, Pa.,
Every student of geometry should read t;his book.

5. Geometry
Austin, W.A. ,Laboratory Geometry.
Scott Foresman, New York, 1926.
~----------------~----

A few hints on drawing, but the text does-not

provide for laboratory work in general.
Clark, J.R. ,Modern Geometry.
World Book Co,,Chicago, 1927.
Carroll, John, Practical Plane and Solid Geometry.
13th ed.
Browns & Oates, London, 1888.

~

I

A good book on the construction of figures.

"

Davies, Chas.,Plane and Solid Geometry. Revision of
Brewster's translation of Legendres French Text.
Wiley & Son, New York, 1837.
Palmer, Claude I. , )
Taylor, Dan P.,) Plane Geometry.
Scott Foresman, Chicago, 1915.
~

Row, Sundara, Geometrical Exercises in Paper Folding.
3rd ed.
The Open Court, Chicago, 1917.
Smith, Rolland R. ,Beginner's Geomet_!L.
The Macmillan Co.,Chicago, 1925.
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6. History of Mathematics
Cajori, Florian, A History of Mathematics.
The Macmillan co. ,Chicago, 1919.

* Smith,

D. E. ,History of Mathematics.

2nd Vol. 1 .,. 2
'

Ginn Co. ,Boston, 1925.
"

The Teaching of Geometry.
Ginn Co.,Chicago, 1911.

7. Psychology

*

JUdd, C.H.,Psychology of High School· Subjects.
Ginn & Co.,Boston, 1915.
An excellent treatment of Psychological analysis
of Geometry and generalized e:l\1? erience.

* McMurry, F.M. ,How to

::>tudy.

Houghton Mifflin Co. ,Cambridge, Mass. ,1909.
Fine on general study methods, judgine; the irdue
of statement>' orgemization supplementing the
thought and memorizing.
Sanford, Edmond C.,Experimental psycholo$Y·

Vol. 2.

D. C .Heath, Boston, Mass., 18\l8.
Excellent chapters on perception of space
(150 pages)
Starch, Daniel, Educational Psychology. 15th.ed.
Macmillan Co.,New York, 1927.
Topics related to this thesis: rate of learning,

*

how to study, transfer of training, etc.
Witmer, Lightener, Analytical Psychology.
Ginn & Co.,Boston, Mass.,l902.
113 pages given to perception of space, etc.
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8. Magazine Articles
Austin, W.A., "A Flu Dream in Geometry".
School Science &. Mathematics, 701: Nov. ,1919.
Austin, W.A.,"A Dream Comes True."
School Science &. Mathematics, 621: Oct. ,1921.
Austin, W.A.,"Geometry a Laboratory Science."
School Science &. Mathematics, 58: ,Jan. ,1924

School Science&. Mathematics, 948: Dec.,l924.
Cowley, E. B. , "Teaching of Plane Geometry".
Mathanatics Teacher, n.p: Nov.,l927.
Cowley, E.B., "Group Work in Geometry."
School Science &. Mathematics, 103: 1918.
n

j

Halt on, Caroline, "Falling in Love with Geometry".
(a comedy play, 40¢), 537 W. 12lst.,New York.
Malsah, Fritz, "Mathematics in Germany."
Mathematics Teacher, 363: Nov.,l927.
Nyberg, J

.A., "Gecmetry

a Laboratory Science".

School Science &. Mathematics, 948: 1924
Nyberg, J A., "Construction Exercises in Geometry".
School Science &. Mathematics, 407: Dec. ,1919.
Werest, ;Uma M, "Analysis Versus Synthesis."
Mathematics Teacher, 46: Jan.,l927.
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